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Duopoly Restrictions Eased
by Alan Carter
Washington DC ... Radio station
owners now can own two AMs or two
FiVs closer together.
FCC Commissioners voted unanimously 27 October to relax the
"dtiopoly" rule that prohibited common
ownership of two or more commercial
AMs or FMs whose 1 mV/m contour
overlap. The Commission reduced the
overlap restriction to the 5mV/m contour
for AM and to 3.16 mV/m for FM.
The action stemmed from anotice issued in January 1987 when the FCC
sought comment on amending the
duopolv rule and "one-to-a-market"
rule, which restricts an owner to one
AM-FN*I combination, or one TV station
or one daily newspaper in amarket. The

Commission did not act on the onetoamarket section.
In separate action, the FCC also
deleted the crossinterest policy as it applies to consulting positions, joint ventures, time brokerage arrangements, and
advertising agencies. But the Commission issued a proposed rulemaking
questioning cross-interest as it applies to
key employees and people who, for example, are limited partners or nonvoting stockholders.
Flexibility
In supporting the change in the
duopoly rule, the Commissioners focused on the increase of new stations in
all sized markets, which they said offer
agreat diversity of program choices.
"I think it does more accurately reflect

FCC Urged to Reform
Renewal Procedures
Washington DC ... Comments filed on
the comparative license renewal process
are urging the FCC to make extensive
changes in hopes of eliminating the
potential for abuses.
The Commission launched areview of
the process after allegations of legal extortion and claims that competing applications are frequently filed only to obtain a payoff surfaced.
Group W which owns 15 stations,
called tor aprohibition on any payments
between competing applicants in exchange for withdrawing an application.
"This would weed out both blackmailers and speculators ... r Group W
argued. "If astrong public interest showing were made, the Commission could
always consider waiving the rule when
necessary!'
Stricter guidelines
Group W also recommended that the
FCC tighten its filing and procedural
requirements "to deter challenges which
are not bona fide and may be designed
solely to receive a settlement payment!'
The group owner said that before the
Commission grants acomparative hearing, it should determine whether the
challenger is qualified to be aCommission licensee.
in a zomparative hearing, Group W
recommended that the FCC clarify its
standards for granting renewal expectalcy and give them greater weight.
"Group W supports a standard which
would consider the reasonableness of
the licensee's judgment in programming
to meet the needs and interests of its
community," Group W stated.
CBS, owner of 18 radio stations, said

the Commission should limit settlements "to the challenger's legitimate and
purdent expenses!'
The network also asked the FCC to
amend the comparative application to require additional information, specifically
financial qualifications, ownership and
claimed integration benefits.
(continued on page 12)

real listening patterns!' Commissioner
Patricia Dennis said. "I'm told that about
80 to 85 percent of the audience appears
to be in the principle city contour, and
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For a look inside the Broadcast Engineering Seminar
Madison, WI, see p. 13.

Engineers' Skills Queried
by Denise Kearns
Denver CO ... A survey of broadcast
engineers on technical aptitute among
their colleagues found high degrees of
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Electronics guarantee you superior production and playback quality. . . no matter what brand of tape you use.
With such exclusive features as Tape Analysis with a
"Learn" mode and Continuous, Electronic Phase
Correction, Phase Trak 90 is raising the on-air standards
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For more information contact your Broadcast Electronics'
Distributor or call Bob Arnold at 217-224-9600.
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therefore shrinking the contours will not
affect what local listeners actually hear."
There is no " negative impact on diver(continued on page 3)
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preceived weaknesses in microprocessing and digital technology— two of
the key areas in today's radio equipment.
Of almost 110 radio engineers
responding to the survey, about 80% assessed "experienced" broadcast engineers' ability to work with microprocessors as ahigh deficiency. Lack of
knowledge in digital technology was
recognized by approximately 60% as a
point of concern.
The survey of radio and TV engineers
who are members of the Society of
Broadcast Engineers, was conducted by
David Harris, a professor of electronic
engineering at Purdue University. Findings were discussed in asession at SBE's
national convention in September in
Denver.
Nearly 50% of the AM/FM broadcast
engineers who participated in the survey had a minimum of 10 years experience. More than 30% had been in
the business 20 or more years.
The object of the survey was to discern
the strengths and weaknesses of practicing engineers, as well as their educational background. Perceived requirements for new broadcast engineers also
were sought.
Areas of concern
Other key weaknesses cited, but not
to the degree of microprocessing and
digital technology, included microwave,
antennas, math and recordkeeping.
In general comments, engineers
(continued on page 14)
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NEWS BRIEFS
NAB Chairman Retires
Charlotte NC ... NAB Joint Board
Chairman Wally Jorgenson retired as
president of Jefferson-Pilot Communications Co. effective 1November.
Jorgenson, 65, was president of the
broadcast group and communications
company for nearly 11 years. Jefferson-

The buyout includes outplacement
services, career retraining and 100% tuition funding, regardless of an employee's tenure at NBC. Tenure was
used to determine financial compensation, which ranged to afull year of pay
for employees with 20 years or more
service.
"Ultimate Radio"

Wally Jorgenson
Pilot's holdings include WQXI AM-FM,
Atlanta; KYGO AM- FM, Denver;
KSON AM-FM, San Diego; WNWSAM and WLYF-FM, Miami; WBT-AM
and WBCY-FM, Charlotte.
Replacing Jorgenson will be Executive
VP James G. Babb, who joined Jefferson-Pilot in 1956. Babb began as apublicity supervisor and has served in avariety of sales and management positions
in Jefferson- Pilot radio, TV and
Jefferson-Pilot Teleproductions.
NAB Radio Engineers
New York NY ... With NBC network
having sold NBC Radio to Westwood
One, there apparently is an overabundance of technical and operational people.
A reported 140 NABET members had
until 10 November to accept or reject
avoluntary buyout offered by the network in October.
An NBC spokesman attributed the
network's divestiture of its radio operations, and the remainder of activity expected in this election year, as justification for the buyouts.

Long Island NY ... "It's coming along!"
That's how radio designer Richard Sequerra responded when asked where
development of the NAB's "ultimate radio" stands. Design of the radio that incorporates AM stereo, FM stereo, continuous tuning, NRSC and FMX—to
name just a few perks—was delayed
from its expected debut in September
at Radio '88.
Sequerra was expected to deliver the
radio to NAB by 26 October, according
to NAB staff engineer Stan Salek.
Sequerra declined to discuss the issue
any further with RW. "
You guys are just
doing a gossip column ... ," he said
before abruptly concluding the conversation and referring questions to NAB.
Salek said one of the last delays was
in obtaining continuous tuning circuity,
which has been accomplished.
NAB Engineering Awards
Washington DC ... The NAB is accepting nominations for the Engineering Achievement Awards that will be
presented during the NAB annual convention, 29 April-2May in Las Vegas.
To qualify, a candidate must have
made acontribution that has measurably advanced the state of the art of
broadcast engineering. A contribution
may include an invention, the development of new techniques, leadership in
broadcast engineering issues, or the dissemination of technical knowledge and
literature.
Nominations should be sent to NAB's
Science and Technology Department,
1771 N St., N.W., Washington, DC,
20036 by 1December. For additional information call 202-429-5346.

• Mike
• Line
• Phono
• Mixing
• Matching
• Metering
• Monitoring * tee
• Processing ar 't•fe
• Distribution
• Rack Mounting
328 W Maple Ave

RAC Drafts AM Band
Recommendations
by Charles Taylor
Washington DC ... Hoping to give the
FCC some priorities on AM technical improvements, two subgroups of the Radio
Advisory Committee (RAC) have drafted
areport containing specific recommendations for the Commission's comprehensive review of the band.
Among issues the technical and allocations subgroups addressed are emission limitations, nighttime RSS interference calculations, first-adjacent channel
groundwave interference and application of new technical rules.
The report grew out of discussions in
September by members of the two subgroups that a tremendous amount of
useful information has been compiled
on AM technical improvements under
Docket 87-267 however, it had yet to be
coordinated into any useful form.
The groups expected to present the report to the full RAC at the end of October
for approval before being sent to the
Commission.
"The changes recommended in this report are entirely possible, practical and
will have avery positive impact on the
viability of AM without introducing
'remedies' which will increase interference or decrease the technical quality of
the service," the draft report noted.
A beginning
First, the preliminary report suggested
incorporating the NRSC audio and complimentary RF emission standard into
the FCC rules so stations complying
with the audio portion, dubbed NRSC1, would be assumed to be in compliance with the emission requirement,
NRSC-2. Stations would be required to
have NRSC-1 equipment operating by 1
January 1990.
Two years later, the report stated, stations would be required to meet all
specifications of the revised emission
limitation as proposed by the FCC. The

NAB is seeking evidence to validate the
presumptive compliance consideration.
"This method would effect arapid and
noticeable AM technical improvement
and at the same time provide the uniformity that radio receiver manufacturers
have been seeking," the subgroup's report stated.
With the NRSC-1 audio standard in
place, stations then would have ample
time to analyze and make equipment acquisitions and corrections necessary to
fully comply with the RF emission standard, it added.
The subgroups also supported modification of the existing 0dB protection ratio of stations on adjacent frequencies,
which it said has become unrealistic and
inadequate.
Based on information from two technical studies commissioned by the
NAB —"AM Technical Assignment
Criteria—An Examination of Issues
Raised in MM Docket No. 87-267" by
Harrison Klein, and 'AM Radio Interference Study" by B. Angell & Associates—
the group recommended aprotection ratio of at least 16 dB for new or major
changed assignments in the AM band.
The same was recommended for all assignments in the expanded AM band,
from 1610 to 1700.
Replace exclusion rule
The subgroups also supported replacing the current 50% exclusion rule with
a25% rule, which they said would yield
amore realistic assessment of actual interference suffered by AM stations. Also,
the change would better protect existing
stations from "creeping interference,"
which the report said was singled out by
several commenters, and would allow
reasonable flexibility for facilities
changes.
The subgroups took astrong stance on
stations that suspend on-air operation
and recommended FCC rules be revised
to require that licenses be surrendered
if astation is off the air for more than 60
days.
"In many cases, long suspensions of
operation bv AM stations are the result
of the forces of the marketplace acting to
'weed out' technically inferior, nonviable facilities," the draft stated. 'Although these stations themselves pro(continued on page 31)
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FCC Relaxes Its Duopoly Policy
Overlap Restrictions for
AM and FM Contours
Have Been Reduced
(continued from page 1)
sity, which is the bedrock principle of the
Communications Act," she added.
Chairman Dennis Patrick said he believed any losses in diversity are outweighed by the benefits of "eliminating
an effective discrimination against AM
because the present rules do effectively
discriminate against AM in terms of the
strength and clarity of the signal ,."
He also said the relaxation would provide "substantial economies" by the opportunity to own stations closer together.
An opportunity
One station owner, Ron Frizzell, president and GM of WLAM-AM, Lewiston,
ME, said the change will give him abetter opportunity to operate a station in
Portland, ME, 35 miles away.
With WLAM at 1470, Frizzell bought
WJBQ at 1590 in Portland. But when he
wanted to move the station to 870 to
achieve better service, Commission rules
required ahighly directional antenna because of the overlap at the 1mV/m contour. With the directional antenna pattern, he said many of the benefits of
moving to 870 were eliminated.
Under the new rules, Frizzell said he
and other owners in similar situations
will be allowed to achieve amuch greater
service area.
"I think it is excellent news for AM,"

he said. "It might allow some AM stations to upgrade ... or cause those
people really interested in AM to buy another AM close by and really fight to
make it a success!'
Helps local service
The NAB also supported the FCC action. "These changes will give broadcasters in many communities the opportunity to apply stronger resources in
maintaining local service," NAB Joint

Board Chairman Wallace Jorgenson said
in aprepared statement.
Communications attorney Ken Keane
of Wilner & Scheiner in Washington said
the action is another example of the
FCC's -less-is-better approach" and
would provide a "modest stimulus" in
station sales.
On the cross-interest policy, the Commission stated that the policy was
designed to ensure "arm's length transactions" between stations in the same

service and in the same market. It was
expanded to cover cross-service situations—radio to newspapers for example—and to promote diversity.
But the FCC argued that "the plethora
of media services," which it stated
resulted in more diversity, "strongly undercuts any underlying need to continue
to examine the relationships deleted by
this decision!'
For information on either issue, contact the FCC at 202-632-5050.

NAB Cites Lobbying Successes
by Charles Taylor
Washington DC ... The NAB proclaimed victories for the broadcasting industry during the 100th Congress on
transfer tax legislation and forest use fees
and promised continued lobbying for
license renewal reform on Capitol Hill.
At abriefing 25 October with NAB executives, chief lobbyist Jim May said the
association tracked between 60 and 70
pieces of legislation and presented testimony 18 times during the 100th Congress.
Fifteen issues were resolved in favor of
the NAB's stance, one was adefeat and
eight were unresolved, he said.
Forest fees
One area of victory concerned amove
by the Forest Service to increase fees for
broadcasters to use public land for towers
and antennas. Pressure from eight sena-

tors and the NAB prompted adelay in
the implementation pending hearings in
the next Congress.
The delay and apreviously granted extension in the comment period of the fees
allowed most broadcasters a one-year
grace period before possible action is instigated, the NAB said.
The NAB also saw itself as a winner
regarding transfer tax legislation, which
sought to impose a 2% to 5% tax on
license transfers and to establish atrust
fund for public broadcasting.
NAB strongly opposed the measures,
which were defeated in December.
An undecided issue that the NAB will
continue to pay attention to is license

renewal reform.
NAB said despite efforts to negotiate
industry-wide license renewal reform
legislation, the "price tag" for such legislation was too high. That price tag was
Congress' insistence in tying such reform
to a reintroduction of the fairness doctrine.
Radio only
But the association said that it laid the
groundwork for introduction and consideration of radio-only renewal reform
legislation during the 101st Congress. It
marked the first time NAB has acted on
behalf of radio-only legislation.
(continued on page 8)
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Bolts and a Few Nuts in Madison
by Judith Gross
Falls Church VA ... The leaves had all
turned color, the sign in front of the
Holiday Inn bid a warm welcome and
the weather was brrrrrisk in Madison,
Wisconsin for the Broadcast Engineering
and Telecommunications seminar.
There were fewer attendees than in
some past years, but as Don Borchert
pointed out, it was avery attentive group.
Sometimes the concentration during the
presentations was so intense you could
have heard the proverbial pin drop.
This conference, like the other industry events this fall, is re-examining its
objectives and trying to peer into the

crystal ball to see what lies ahead.
Does the seminar last too many days?
Should it be held somewhere besides
Madison? Should it be more focused?
Should it be consolidated with any of the
other meetings/conventions?
Generally, the engineers Ichatted with
like the Madison locale and like rubbing
elbows and sharing a beer or a coffee
with their colleagues.
Especially fun was the "nuts and
bolts" session, you know, the forum for
exchange of problems and solutions.
Mark Durenberger did a great job as
emcee—didja ever think of being atalk
show or game show host Mark?
He really kept things moving. Ed An-

Announcing
the Ideal Marriage

in Transmite
Control
Now you can have both: the reliability of full-time studio remote
control with the convenience of dial-up. Advanced Micro-Dynamics
introduces the ARC-16, its new16-channel transmitter remote control system.
With the studio controller you have aconstant link to your transmit ter. Any problem can be seen at aglance —and corrected with a
touch of abutton.
With the telephone speech unit, you can monitor and control the
transmitter from any location. If the transmitter goes out of limits,
it calls you—without affecting the full-time studio control.
The ARC-16 is designed for maximum flexibility, so you add just
the pieces you need, when you need them. Enjoy the dual control
of studio and dialup now, or select only one and add on later. It
expands easily to more channels, or even additional sites.
Call us for more intimation on the ARC-16. It might just be
your perfect match.
Advanced Micro-Dmainics, 7Lomar Drive, Pepperell, MA
01463 (617) 433-8877: 1-800-255-8090
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thony from Broadcast Electronics kicked
off a discussion on AM synchronous
noise, or ICAM, as we've been calling it
ever since our contest results.
There was some moaning and groan-

J.6:s

ing about EBS, which
very few folks are
really satisfied with.
Mr. Durenberger took
asecond to point out
that if you turn your
SBE button upside
down it spells EBS.
Hmmmm. A secret

At the end of next year we'll have a
vote among readers and the winner will
get an even better super-duper prize.
Send your diagrams, ideas, whathaveyou to the address at the end of this
page.
*
By the way, Jim Mille; of Access Communications, the cellular phone folks in
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin (
at last, acity to
rival Moonachie, NJ!) wanted me to let

Getting down to basics n " nuts and bolts" discussion.

you know that his
company is not to be
confused with an
wItcomt
entirely different Access in Texas which
merely rents the
gear.
Jim's Access sells
cellular equipment
which many stations are using in remotes these days
(see Buyers Guide, 15
It's nice to feel warted
October RW). You
code, perhaps?
can call him at 414-453-6210.
Then there was some talk about the
Michael Zahn, whose column Radio
PCB situation, removing them from the
Zahn appears in The Milwaukee Jourpremises and all. One fact that came to
nal tells me about an interesting use of
light about disposal of PCBs: even if you
stereo on WQFM's morning show.
Seems the morning man tells adirty
get them hauled away, they remain the
station's responsibility, or as Mark
joke on the air each day, and when he
pointed out "the contaminants are algets to the punchline, they pan it so that
ways yours."
if you tune your receiver to the right you
As one engineer noted, "just like herget the off-color quip, but if you tune to
pes!'
the left you get aBible passage.
Interesting to note that by ashow of
Ithink Arbitron or somebody should
hands, about a third to half of all enput a question in their diaries asking
gineers are now doing contract work. To
who tunes to which channel so we can
most, $25-35 was what they called a determine if Milwaukee is acity of saints
"reasonable rate per hour!'
or sinners.
Quite an engaging evening. And I
Of course if you're listening in mono,
agree, Mark, let's bring back the Radio
like Ido on my clock radio when Iget
Rangers!
up in the morning, all you hear is the
IC( er
garbled mix of the two, the Bible quote
The Madison exhibit area was also inand the dirty joke (does that mean I
teresting. Allied's suite was the place to
don't have to go to confession?).
see and be seen; it was really hopping.
Another innovative use of new, if not
And everybody was curious about the
high, tech comes from the Big Apple's
empty booth that was supposed to be
K-Rock (
W)(RK). The classic rock station
Audio Precision's Chicago rep—Greg
is now having listeners fax their reGraper was nowhere to be found.
quests, jokes, stories and comments to
Then the mystery was cleared up
the station.
when Don Borchert hung up a sign
Caught one of the peacock network's
reading "It's aboy." Guess Gregg had
new shows, Midnight Caller, about an exother, more pressing business to keep
cop turned radio talk show host. When
him at home.
he met another character on the show
Back to nuts and bolts for a minute.
who announced her station's call letters,
Since the Madison seminar eliminated
he asked "
AM or FM?"
the Great Idea Contest from its roster
"FM, of course," the lady replied.
this year, RW has decided to resurrect it
Without batting an eye our hero inin print.
formed her, "Oh, Inever listen to FM."
Send us your Tech Tips and Great
(And Idon't usually watch that other
Ideas and if we publish yours, dinner is
medium unless it's ashow about radio.)
on us. We'll send the author of the one
Heard something interesting? Spill your
we use each month a$50 American Exguts to Earwaves. Write PO Box 1214, Falls
press Be Our Guest certificate for dinner
Church VA 22041, or call me at 703-998at arestaurant (that takes American Ex7600. Best tidbit of the month wins acoveted
press).
Radio World mug.
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If you have comments for Radio World, call us at 800-336-3045 or send a letter to Readers'
Forum (Radio World, Box 1214, Falls Church VA 22041 or MCI Mailbox #302-7776). AI' letters
received become the property of Radio World, to be used at our discretion and as space
permits.

No home AM models
Dear RW:
Excuse me, but am Ithe only one who
finds the criticisms of the AM section of
Richard Sequerra's "Ultimate Radio" abit
naive? (
Earwaves 1October RW)
"First off, it's a tabletop model ...
don't most AM listeners listen in cars
these days?," etc.
If the people who listen in cars don't
listen at home, it most likely is caused
by the extremely poor quality sound
that present home AM receivers provide.
For AM to survive, it must attract
everyone—home listeners as well as carlisteners; anything else will just slow the
decline temporarily.
Personally, I'm still upset that Ican't
find adecent, affordable (non-car) AM
receiver, stereo or not. And I wish
Sequerra luck in finishing the project.
Richard Wagoner
Technical Consultant
KLA (UCLA)
Los Angeles, CA

ment—AM—and cry when listeners go
elsewhere.
We ignore the lessons of how other
struggling spectrum entities—UHF-TV—
solved their identity/tuning problems
(congressional influence).
We refuse to adapt to change: "stereo
won't help AM;" "the continuous band
radio won't help AM;" "nothing will
help;" "woe is us!"
We cling to the belief help must be immediate: "Best bets are formats aimed at
over 35!'
Let's wake up, folks! Older folks are
the easiest target for AM radio: but when
that audience starts dying off, there
won't be any replacements!
There is no quick fix to 40 years of deterioration. If what Iread are the most
creative and best concepts our industry
has to offer, we're in much worse shape
than Iever thought possible!
David J. Shepherd, GM
KSTV-AM/FM
Stephenville, TX
AM survival strategies

Dear RW:
Ihave just finished reading the 1October issue of Radio World for the fifth
Dear RW:
time, and Iwant to applaud you for
We radio people are without doubt our
some excellent articles.
own worst enemies. We just run it "forKudos to Ron Frizzell for the Titanic
ever" without one shred of improve- piece. I, too, have sat frustrated time and
time again by the immobility of the various radio groups when AM is concerned.
Study after study is commissioned,
Vol 12, No 22 November 15, 1988
findings are published and no one does
adamn thing except sit and wait to see
what happens.
Publisher: Stevan B. Dana
The old saying has to apply here when
Editor: Judith Gross
Buyers Guide: Richard Farrell
it comes to AM radio: keep moving
News Dept.: Alan Carter, Mgr.
ahead or get out of the way!
Charles Taylor
I've watched the blame placed on evDenise Kearns
ery
group possible: the FCC for crowdProduction Editor Alex Zavistovich
ing the spectrum, the receiver manufacCirculation Mgr.: Marion Alsup
Advertising Coord.: Simone Leeser
turers for not "moving fast enough,"
Production Dept: Jean Barnes, Dir.
programmers for not fulfilling the comGina Rosario, Mgr.
munity needs, owners for using their
Jeanne Pearson
AMs
as loss leaders, etc., etc., etc..
Kim Lowe
The time has come to stop placing
Barbara Wolf
blame! Those who are in AM radio for
the long haul have got to kick aside all
Radio World (
ISSN: 0274-8541) is pubthe excuses for why it can't work, and
lished semimonthly by Industrial Marketing Advisory Services, Inc., 5827
MAKE it work!
Columbia Pike, Suite 310, Falls Church, VA 22041.
To do this is going to take aradical apPhone: 703-998-7600. Application to mail at
second-class postage rates is pending at Falls
proach: spending money! Imagine that,
Church VA 22041 and additional mailing offices.
you'll have to spend money to make
POSTMASTER: Send 3579 forms and address
money.
changes to Radio World P.O. Box 1214, Falls
Church VA 22041. Copyright 1988 by Industrial
In this age of short-term profits, we are
Marketing Advisory Services, Inc. All rights regoing
to look ahead to long-term gains
served.
and invest in our future by mortgaging
Advertising Sales Representatives
our present.
East Coast
Instead of switching on the satellite or
Ernest Robitel
516-671-2502
automation or simulcasting, hire acrack
Midwest
team of good announcers who are not
Steve Dana
800-336-3045
West Coast
afraid to be personalities tied into your
Patricia B. Macsata
415-786-2198
community.
Upgrade your audio chain so it will
Free subscriptions are available to professional
broadcasting and audiovisual equipment users.
surprise those who tune in to try you
For address changes, send current and new adout instead of confirming their
dress to RW amonth in advance at the above adprejudices.
dress. Unsolicited manuscripts are welcomed for
review; send to the attention of the appropriate
Program your station to WIN, not just
editor.
hopefully fill some nearly non-existent
void in all South American weather foreNo creative solutions
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As the deadline for comments on amandatory NRSC standard approaches, questions about adopting only the audio portion, only the transmission portion or both parts cloud the issue.
The NPRM favors adoption of NRSC-2—the transmission standard or
RF mask—because the FCC's role is one of regulating emissions.
The FCC doesn't want to regulate astation's audio processing (NRSC1), and even if it tried, enforcement would be difficult.
Now NAB, among others, is encouraging a "presumptive compliance"
policy, whereby stations adding the NRSC preemphasis and 10 kHz stopband filter would be presumed to be in compliance with NRSC-2.
This is too much of apresumption. It is possible for the station's transmitter to be out of compliance
with NRSC-2 even if NRSC-1 is in
place.
Spurious emissions, poor tuning
or clipping within the transmitter
can all cause problems even if an
NRSC filter which adheres to the
standard is in the audio chain.
NRSC-1-only proponents have
argued that determining compliance with the RF mask would be
more costly to astation, since testing can be complex.
But many stations have contract engineers with test equipment, can
share aspectrum analyzer with other stations or can make use of specialized monitoring products to insure compliance.
And, as the FCC pointed out in its NPRM, diligent engineering clictates that astation should go to the same lengths to assure compliance
with the audio portion of the standard even without the adoption of the
RF mask.
If the NRSC is truly going to help AM, it needs to take asystems approach from the audio chain through the transmitter.
Presumptive compliance goes against sound engineering and threatens
to undermine all the hard work which has gone into developing the standard.
AM radio needs both portions of the NRSC standard as amandatory
rule.
—RW

Don't
Presume
Too Much

casts, or the like.
Spend money on outside advertising.
Buy billboards, TV time, newspaper
space, bumper stickers, blimp space—
whatever will get you noticed.
Support a strong news department,
equipped with the manpower and
equipment needed to be on-the-spot
when something happens.
In short, do the same things asuccessful FM must do to win! I'm continually
amazed at the "consultants" who point
to AM and say "it can't win" and then
proceed to recommend budget cuts, odd
formats and sundry other things no sane
radio owner would dream of doing to an
FM.
If you want to win, get back to the
basics and take your lumps!
This will have two immediate benefits.
First, it will make your community aware
that you're still there.
It will show them you're alive and
growing and not astale leftover of 1958.
Second, it will show potential advertisers that you are astation interested in
making an impact, that you are doing
everything possible to make their ads effective and that you're not afraid to take
a chance at success.
It will give your sales staff something
to sell for achange, and justify rate increases.
Where will the money come from? If
you're asmall owner, how about aloan?
It's your business at stake, so go for
broke because you've got nothing to
lose.
If you're alarge group owner with an
AM that is still one of the few making
money, allow it to make only a10%profit
for acouple of years instead of 36%.
Either way, find away to make it hap-

pen, or be content to sit back and watch
your AM die, because that will happen.
Two epitaphs will be available for your
AM's tombstone: "Ijust can't afford to
spend the money" and "we can't do it
that way because we've never done it
that way before!'
One final thought—and Iconfess it's
not an original one. Let's start an AMonly organization!
Let's not forget that the NRBA started
out as the FM Radio Broadcasters Association, designed to help anew and struggling band.
Ienvision an organization with paid
lobbyists in Washington, a newsletter
sharing POSITIVE suggestions for AM
growth, a talent pool for AM announcers, engineers, sales managers and
general managers, maybe even a national AM campaign to draw some
listeners back to the band.
Are you interested? If so, let me know
of your support.
Send me your ideas and suggestions,
and let's work together to get this
started.
Iam at work behind the scenes right
now for financing, and need ashow of
support. If we are to survive, we must
take an aggressive, militant stance and
have a "can-do" attitude.
As abeast, our back is against the wall
and no one is going to help us but ourselves, so let's DO IT!
Send your letters to me, Keith Harris,
at PO 7880, Lafayette, Indiana, 47903. I'll
keep you all posted on how we're doing.
Take heart, and remember: work to
succeed!
Keith Harris, Programming Manager
WASK-AM
Lafayette, IN
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Coordinates Stay "As Is" at FCC
by Charles Taylor
Washington DC ... While a new standard altering the coordinates for latitude
and longitude in the US „is taking hold
in many government agencies, the FCC
has assured broadcasters that—at least for
the time being—it will maintain the traditional coordinates for station applications.
At least one consulting engineer looking to the future, however, has raised
concerns that once the new coordinates
do go into effect, one equation used to
determine the new standard would complicate mathematical procedures for
broadcasters.
Latitude and longitude coordinates
traditionally are required on FCC applications to identify where any fixed-site
transmission-related equipment is to be
installed. Such equipment includes
transmitters, STLs, remote bases, translators and boosters.
The change in coordinates disrupts a
standard first derived in 1886 that helped
establish the North American Datum of
1927 (NAD27), which has been followed
nationwide until now.
The difference in the standards is that
the new one, the 1983 North American
Datum (NAD83), is based on the earth's
center of mass, while NAD27 was derived from an initial point at Meades
Ranch, KS.
The new standard takes into account
that the earth is not aperfect sphere, but
more closely approximates an oblate
spheroid, flattened at the poles and
bulging at the equator, according to the
US Geological Survey (USGS).
Not in effect
The FCC has thus far held out on
adapting the new standard while USGS
determines how best to convert the
nearly 55,000 primary series maps. That
will take at least five years, USGS said.
In a 14 March 1988 public notice, the
Commission issued an "Interim Procedure for the Specification of Geographic
Coordinates," which advised broadcasters to furnish coordinates on applications based on the original NAD27 datum. Failure to do so could delay
processing of an application, the notice
said.
"Everybody has been filing coordinates for a lifetime using the same
methods that they've been using all
along," said Don Precure, an FCC engineer and head of the Commission's
steering committee on the conversion.
"The public notice says that you should
continue to do it exactly as you have in
the past and that if anything changes,
we'll let you know."
The notice also said the FCC will continue to specify NAD27 coordinates in its
own data bases, authorizations, notifications, forms and rules, although it added
that eventually NAD83 would be re-

SCA RECEIVERS

quired "to maintain accuracy in our records and to maintain consistency with
other government agencies and foreign
administrations."
Conversion outlined
Once that change does take place, two
algorithmic equations have been derived
to convert coordinates from NAD27 to
NAD83. One was developed by the National Geodetic Survey ( NGS), the other
by USGS.
The NGS equation can be figured on
asophisticated calculator and offers accuracy of ± 0.04 seconds in latitude and
±0.06 seconds in longitude. The USGS
offers a more precise coordinate determination, ± 0.0003 seconds in latitude
and + 0.0005 seconds in longitude, but
requires &tiler a reference volume of
conversion tables or acomputer.
"One is accurate to a matter of three
or four feet, one is accurate to amatter
of three or four inches," Precure said.
But the level of accuracy derived from
the USGS equation is not worth the extra burden of the additional equation

that is required, according to Dane Ericksen, aconsulting engineer at Hammett
& Edison in San Francisco.
Eriksen, in a 12 October letter to
Robert Eckert with the FCC's Office of
Engineering and Technology, voiced
concern that the FCC is moving toward
favoring the USGS equation, which
would make conversion "much more
cumbersome" than the NGS equation.
Questions abound
Eriksen finds "no need" for the USGS
equation. "There is asignificant burden
in implementing it, where it would seem
to me that the NGS method is completely precise enough for FCC and (Federal Aviation Administration) purposes,"
he said.
"My point was, let's not be premature
in adopting something. Anything they
adopt now will end up being binding at
some future date if (NAD83) formally occurs. What they implement now tends
to get etched in stone."
Precure claimed, however, that Erik-

sen's fears are exaggerated and premature.
"If we ever go to NAD83, what we're
going to be pushing for is to go to the
simpler ( NGS) equation," he said.
But if the USGS equation does by
chance become the required equation for
conversion, he added, then it is likely
that FCC forms will give applicants the
option of submitting NAD27 coordinates, which the Commission's computer will convert for the applicant.
"Our computers can make the conversion in thousandths of asecond, so why
should we force people to make conversions which are difficult when we have
to do it anyway?" Precure noted.
In either case, Precure said the conversion to NAD83 is at least five years away.
Then again, there remains the possibility that the NAD83 standard might never
be adopted.
"(USGS) is reluctant to go in for supplemental appropriations for updating
maps when there appears to be so little
interest on the public's part for them,"
he said. "So there is apossibility that we
may never go to NAD83."
For details, call Don Precure at 202-6538152; or Dane Eriksen at 415-342-5200.

Letter Calls for Minority Action
Arlington VA ... A black broadcast engineer has called upon industry organizations to increase their interest in
minority issues, saying the current lack
of participation in minority activities
should be an embarrassment.
In a letter sent to 28 organizations,
ranging from the NAB and Society of
Broadcast Engineers ( SBE) to NABET
and the Broadcast Education Association, Ellis Terry, an assistant supervisor
of maintenance at WETA, anoncommercial FM here, discussed the need for
minority recruitment and forums to address minority issues.
According to astudy sponsored by the
FCC, minorities made up 16.2% of the
broadcasting workforce last year. Despite
adrop in the total number of broadcast
employees nationwide, the number of

minority employees actually rose slightly
last year.
Terry's letter was prompted, he said,
when he claimed minority interests were

"Another minority
mentioned to me that the
SISE is just a good ole
boy organization. Those
types of mentalities need
to be addressed."
virtually ignored at the recent SBE conference in Denver, CO.
"Things just hit a boiling point," he
said. 'Another minority mentioned to
me that the SBE is just agood ole boy
organization. Those types of mentalities

need to be addressed."
SBE President Jack McKain declined to
comment until he had read the letter
from Terry.
Discrimination surpassed
In it, Terry stated, 'At the conference
the topic of discrimination was addressed very briefly. There was some
discussion of age discrimination but not
a single word on sexual or racial discrimination.
"It seems to me that if the SBE was interested in advancing the cause of the
broadcast engineer, it would or should
address the minority issue in ameaningful manner, such as establishing a
minority recruitment program or any
such vehicle to address ways of increas(continued on page 10)
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Radio Makes Inroads at RTNDA
by Alan Carter
Las Vegas NV ... The electronic news industry will gather
30 November-3December here
for the 43rd annual RadioTelevision News Directors Association (RTNDA) international
conference and exhibition.
Among the events designed
for radio attendees is asession
on radio news equipment.
The roundtable discussion
scheduled 2 December will ex-

amine what's new in news
gathering equipment. Topics will
include two-way radio gear, cellular phones, phone patch
equipment and tape recorder
design. The session also will address how successful stations
make the most of their equipment.
More than 100 companies are
scheduled to show products at
the exhibition in the Las Vegas
Convention Center. The exhibits
open 6-8 PM, 30 November; 10

Among the events designed for
radio attendees (of the RTNDA
convention) is a session on
radio news equipment.
AM6PM, 1-2 December, and 8
AM-1PM, 3 December.
As aspecial incentive for radio
engineers, RTNDA is offering
complimentary one-day registra-

tion to station, group and network engineers who attend the
convention and visit the exhibition on 3 December.
Companies with radio exhibits

You told us that you
wanted, and how much
you wanted to pay...
Dear friends,

API
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include Gentner Electronics,
which will show its new threeline EFT 3000 frequency extension that will provide 7.5 kHz
frequency response on standard
dial-up telephone lines.
According to Gary Crowder,
Gentner also will display the
Hybrid Coupler and Auto Coupler, which are telephone couplers for the newsroom that will
allow two-way telephone conversations for filing reports and
interviews.
Another product from Gentner will be its combination remote mixer, with individual
limiting on each mic channel.
On display at the Comrex
Corp. booth will be its frequency
extender for use with cellular telephones, according to Lynn Distier. The company also will show
its full line of telephone interface
equipment.
Shure Brothers will present
products including afull line of
broadcast microphones, circuitry
products and BC Series Broadcast Phono Cartridges.
Shure also will highlight the
AMS Automatic Microphone
System, a patented voiceactivated microphone system
that the company said is becoming apopular choice for use on
fastpaced radio talk shows
where quick, consistent microphone gating is crucial.
Another exhibitor with radio
equipment will be RF Technology, which manufactures and
markets microwave communications equipment.
For additional information on
the conference and exhibition
call RINDA at 202-659-6510.

Lobbying
(continued from page 3)
NAB chief counsel Jeff Bowman added that an NAB study
on the issue of renewal abuses
"gives the Commission ammunition to stop payoffs!'
The single issue where the
NAB's viewpoint "did not prevail!' according to the organization, regarded indecency legislation.
The Senate proposed an
amendment requiring the FCC
to enforce broadcast indecency
prohibitions on a24-hour basis;
it was passed by Congress "despite dear judicial precedent that
indecent speech cannot be prohibited, but only 'channelled."
NAB said it will join other media groups in appealing the
legislation in court.
NAB President and CEO Eddie Fritts added that the 101st
Congress will be among the
most important for broadcast issues that the NAB has faced, citing station renewal reform as
one of the top issues.
For information on NAB lobbying efforts contact the government relations department at
202-429-5301.
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When we designed our
new 23,000 square-foot facility
at KLBJ radio, aprimary goal
was to maximize operational
flexibility So, we looked at the
alternate ways to route audio
signals. We compared features
and specs, as well as costs.
"ITC's AUDIO SWITCHER
turned out to be an easy choice.
One reason is it's designed specifically for audio applications.
"With the AUDIO
SWITCHER, we're wired to and
from every satellite, network,
studio, and workstation. We're
even wired to the Program
Director's office. And installation
was easy.
"That was September '87.
Since then? The AUDIO
SWITCHER has worked out
wonderfully, and
staff reaction
has been very,
very positive.
Changes are
easy, and when
we reconfigure
something, we
save both time
and money. As
far as our return
on investment
goes, it's been excellent.

99

—Bryan King,
Chief Engineer KLBJ AM-FM

What more can we say?
If you'd like detailed information on
how you, too, can easily and effectively
route audio signals, call International
Tapetronics. 3M Broadcasting and
Related Products Department tollfree at 1-800-447-0414. In Alaska and
Illinois, call collect. 309-828-1381.
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US, Canada, Mexico
Meet to Talk Radio
Mazatlan Mexico ... The NAB, along
with the Canadian Association of Broadcasters (CAB) and Mexico's La Camara
Nacional de la Industria de Radio yTelevision, have taken a mutual stand on
seven broadcast issues, including the
AM expanded band, AM quality of
sound and sensitivity to freedom of
speech.
The resolutions were passed at athreeday annual meeting held here in late
September.
Among the resolutions pertaining to

radio, the organizations noted that increased quality of sound will help AM
stations improve coverage and listener
satisfaction, and agreed to establish a
task force to implement a "quality" certification mark to help consumers identify high-quality AM receivers.
The groups also recognized that the
imminent expanded AM band will afford an opportunity to provide high
quality and low intereference levels, and
agreed to urge governments to establish
high-quality station allocations and tech-

FOR NEWS EDITING,

nical assignment criteria. Also, receiver
manufacturers will be urged to design
and build expanded band receivers.
The groups also expressed concern
that the US government's intent to establish TV Marti poses athreat to radio and

ON- AIR, AND PRODUCTION

TV services in North and Central
America.
The organizations also agreed to urge
governments and federal agencies to
continue to be sensitive to and respect
the rights of their citizens to freedom of
speech in the media.
A final radio issue focused on copyright and fees to recording artists. The
groups noted that exposure and airplay
given to recording artists and records are
primary factors for their commercial success. They suggested governments be
urged to refrain from introducing copyright legislation that would provide additional compensation to artists at the expense of broadcasters.
For more information, contact the NAB
department of public affairs and communications, 202-429-5350.

Minorities
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(continued from page 7)
ing minority involvement in the SBE nationally," he continued.
Terry also suggested a workshop or
panel session at any of the various
broadcasting organizations' conferences,
as well as formation of an association
made up of minority broadcast technicians. The organization, he said, could
address specific minority issues that
need to be dealt with, including how to
hire minorities and how to discharge
minority employees without fear of a
lawsuit.
Such an organization also would allow
"the relatively few black broadcast engineers to network among themselves
more efficiently so that they can reach
out and identify young emerging talent
to bring into the business," said Dwight
Ellis, VP of minority affairs and special
services at the NAB.
Ellis also suggested approaching the
problem from the college level.
"There's adual responsibility here," he
said. "Colleges and universities through
faculty need to become more aware of
opportunities for broadcast engineers
and convey that to their students. More
minorities should be encouraged to go
into the field," Ellis said.
"The other part of the equation is that
broadcasters who are anxiously looking
for engineers, need to reach out more to
the institutions and organizations," Ellis
added. "They should be visiting conferences put on by minority groups. There
are at least 10 major media minority conferences each year for recruiting purposes."
Await more reactions
The next step for Terry is to await reaction from the organizations that received
his letter.
"I think the letter is a good starting
point. What Iplan to do is see what the
response is to the letter and go from
there," he said.
For more information, contact Ellis
Terry at 703-998-2807.
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License Renewal Reform Sought
(continued from page I)
CBS asked the Commission to use the
"hard look" approach currently in effect
for processing applications for vacant FM
frequencies when reviewing competing
applications.
"Under such apolicy, achallenger's application would be given athorough review and rejected as unsuitable for tender or filing if any critical information is
found to be missing or obviously false or
inconsistent," CBS explained. 'The Commission would further refuse to accept an
amended application ...."
On renewal expectancy, CBS said it
supported continuation of the programbased standard, with some modifications.
Two of the radio broadcasters pointed

to specific cases where they faced competing applications.
Metroplex, owner of 10 radio stations,
said it is defending acomparative renewal
for WIYI-FM, Fort Lauderdale, FL.
Metroplex claimed the competing application is without merit.
The group owner also said that in addition to direct financial costs, station
management and staff have been pulled
from operational duties to focus on the
renewal.
'This consideration makes it especially
important to discourage renewal challenges by those who file for ulterior motives and who have no serious prospect
of winning the license," Metroplex explained.

A second broadcaster, Great American
Television and Radio Co. which has 15 radio stations, said that under previous
ownership as the old Taft Broadcasting
Co., the group faced a similar renewal
process for a station it once owned in
Buffalo, NY.
"In that case ... , Great American's
predecessor (Taft) was forced to condude
that it should accept asettlement with a
renewal challenger even though the
terms of the agreement related almost entirely to economic demands of the challenger in an unrelated, pre-existing private dispute with the challenged station,"
the group claimed.
Among other broadcasters, Cox Enterprises, owner of 11 radio stations and

Diversified Communications, owner of
two stations, in joint comments presented
alist of recommendations including restricting payments to reimbursement for
documented "legitimate and prudent" expenses.
To deter "frivolous or speculative" comparative renewal applications, Cox and
Diversified suggested the Commission require applicants to demonstrate their
financial qualifications, prepare and file
an independent technical proposal and
to certify their intent to construct and
operate a station.
'The Commission should affirm that it
will impose sanctions for misrepresentations or sham applications,' the groups
added.
The two groups also said the FCC
should revise the criteria for comparative
renewal proceedings so that an incumbent's diversification is not considered if
its ownership complies with relevant
rules and policies, and there have been
no adjudicated instances of anticompetitive misconduct associated with the incumbent's other media interests.
The other side
Not all broadcasters, however, were so
upset with the current comparative
renewal process, specifically the judgment on "meritorious service."

"The Commission
should affirm that it
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will impose sanctions
for misrepresentations
or sham applications."
While supporting limitations on payments, one group of commenters including the NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund, the Black Citizens for A Fair
Media and the National Association for
Better Broadcasting, rejected the FCC's
proposal to drop the "meritorious service" standard in favor of a "rules-based"
minimum compliance standard.
"It is asettled matter of law that the
Communications Act affords no property right to broadcast licensees," the
gro-up stated. "Rather, abroadcast licensee is granted for a limited period of
time, conditioned on service in the public interest, and subject to Commission
scrutiny and review."
In joint comments, Southeast Broadcasting Limited Partnership and Garden
State Broadcasting Limited Partnership
questioned the legality of placing
"unique burdens on an entire class of applicants based on speculative fears
(largely industry-generated) that particular members thereof might engage in
misconduct."
For information on the comparative
renewal inquiry under Docket 81-742,
contact Andrew Rhodes at the FCC,
202-632-7792.
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motivated broadcast
professional to join our winning sales
team. We offer excellent salary, commissions and benefits. Thorough
knowledge of audio equipment is
necessary. Send your resume in
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Medved, V.P. Sales. Broadcast Supply West, 7012 27th Street West, Tacoma, WA 98466. EOE M/F.
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Madison Goes Back To Basics
The 34th Annual Conference Focused on
Engineering Fundamentals With Some New Tech
he Judith Gross
Madison WI ... They came to learn
about new technology, they came to see
the latest gear, but most of all they came
to hobnob with their colleagues in broadcast engineering.
The 34th annual Broadcast Engineering
and Telecommunications Seminar, held
by the University of Wisconsin here 1820 October brought together 178 attendees, most of them regional, and 55 exhibitors.
The seminars included a full slate of

piesentations on a wide range of radio
and TV topics starting with the basics and
working up to such recent complexities
as fiber optics.
But as with several fall trade shows,
there was a sense of too many such
gatherings in too short aperiod of time
and discussion on possible consolidation
or changes in the future.
One of the highlights of the conference was aluncheon
presentation by Tom
Keller, formerly of
the NAB and now a
consultant to Broadcast
Technology
Partners.
Keller is co-inventor of FMX, the
noise reduction system for FM which
BTP is marketing.
Keller talked about
some early problems
with the system involving compatibility and multipath—
problems which he says have since been
corrected, after they became widely
known.
"We did our development in front of
you all," Keller explaine, "I'm not sure, if
Ihad it to do over again Iwould do it that
way."
Keller explained that there are a total
of seven patents pending on the FMX
system, and in addition to anumber of
conversions by stations including CBSowned FMs, there are companies selling
receiver chips and test equipment for the
system.
Keller estimated there would be FMX
receivers on the market in 1989, close to
the spring NAB convention. He said
there are currently 10 prototype FMX
receivers for cars, six for home. In addi-

tion, the system has been endorsed by
the Car Audio Specialists Association.
One of the benefits of FMX not widely
publicized, according to Keller, has to do
with a characteristic of FM receivers
known as "blending"
FM receivers in cars are designed so
that when the stereo separation drops below a certain level—approximately 35
dB—the audio is blended back into mono.
Keller says the audio blends to mono despite the fact that the stereo pilot light
continues to be lit.
"Blending is designed to reduce stereo
noise—the same problem FMX corrects,"
Allied featured the Audiometrics Premium
Keller explained. He said with blending,
retrofit card for 11-C cart machines.
the noise can't be heard, but neither can
the stereo sepration.
different location.
Keller said that the use of FMX might
But amajority of enmake it less necessary for receivers to use
gineers favored the
blending. He also pointed out that astaMadison location. In
tion using FMX could expect abetter steaddition, most enreo signal for alarger portion of its covergineers said that one of
age area, thus the system could help even
the things they like best
stations who don't feel
they would benefit
from the noise reducBroadcasters
tion aspect—such as
console.
rock stations which employ heavy processing.
Many of the seminar
topics stayed with the
fundamentals of radio
engineering, including
one on "Back to Basics"
by consulting engineer
Don Markey.
There was also asesIn between seminars, attendees visited equipment exhibits.
sion on technical management by Tim McCartney of KBSU, Boise, although the
conference dropped its traditional engineering management seminar this year.
Also absent this year was the "great

Full Compass Systems' Psychologist is a
versatile mic mixer.

General Store featured the Harrison 790

about the Madison conference is the opportunity it affords engineers to interact
with their colleagues in the field.
Nonetheless, Don Brochert of WHA,
who chairs the program committee, explained that next year, in addition to the
fall Madison conference, the University
has committed itself to atwo day intensive seminar in June, with the subject and
location still to be determined.

Buy Direct.
Model DA 8
L, •
Mono 8Output
Distribution Amplifier $ 3

45. $ 255.

idea contest" held in past years. But the
Madison conference did feature its evening engineering forum, the informal
give and take or "nuts and bolts session."
Ed Anthony from Broadcast Electronics
opened up the discussion by talking
about AM synchronous noise in FM
transmitters.
Other topics of concern to engineers
are dissatisfaction with EBS tests and the
system in general; non-ionizing radiation,
including arecent deadline for compliance with regulations for stations filing
renewal licenses; and PCBs, with confusion over variations in laws in different
states.
Since attendance at the conference decreased this year, there was talk of possibly changing its format to asingle topic,
more intensive seminar, possibly in a

Lit

$425.

Direct

$325 .

Model DA 16
Stereo 8Output
Distribution Amplifier

Niow you cap buy the industry's most
popular Distribution Amplifiers direct from
the manufacturer at fantastic savings.
Just pick up the phone and call toll-free. It
has never been so easy to save money on
quality broadcast equipment.
Your Factory Direct Source.

Rama SYSTEMS INC.

5113 West Chester Pike I Edgemont, PA 19028 III 215/3564700

800/523-2133 am

PA 800/423-2133) 11 FAX 215/356-6744
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Engineers Rate Skills in Survey
(continued from page 1)
pointed to weakness including "illprepared in math," "weak writing skills,"
"fear of computers," "poor craftsmanship
in construction/modification," "inability
to interact with non-engineers!'
But in the positive column, 93% of the
radio engineers rated knowledge of analog as astength, followed closely by audio at 92%; troubleshooting at 79%; test
equipment at 77%, and RF at 73%.
Among the general comments cited,
engineers praised their colleagues for
dedication, their ability to get astation
back on the air in acrunch and their ability to conceive and develop solutions.
Harris said he was concerned with
some of the survey's results.
An educational proponent, Harris said
he couldn't believe his finding that almost 50% of the respondents across the
broad lacked a degree. Furthermore,
Harris found it hard to comprehend that
nearly half of those respondents with a
degree didn't possess atechnical degree.
"Without a degree or rigid technical
training in electronics, broadcast engineers are going to find themselves up
against awall," Harris warned.
Technical degree
While less than 5% of radio engineers
agreed with Harris on the need for afour
year degree, almost all agreed that entry level engineers should possess atwoyear technical degree or some combination of on-the-job experience and trade
school or military training.

Over half felt that broadcast engineers
should be SBE certified and/or possess
aFCC license, even though most FFC requirements are now extinct.
SBE certification program chairman
Jim Wulliman commented that all engineers are not cut out for or seek
management positions.
-'The guy with the screwdriver in his
pocket has always existed," Wulliman
said. He added, however, that "requirements for operators and maintenance are
shifting!'
Larry Titus, an equipment manufacturer and engineer with 20 years experience who was on the SBE convention panel where the survey results were
revealed, also expressed surprise at the
microprocessing and digital deficiencies
in radio engineers' training.
Like Wulliman, Titus said he believed
the need for afour-year degree depends
"on how high you want to climb the corporate ladder," but that "keeping pace
with technology is critical to all levels in
the field!'
"A lot of engineers get into arut," Titus said. 'They say they can't find the
time, don't have the time. It's a matter
for the engineers to start saying Ihave
to learn digital, Iwant to learn digital,
and making the time to learn it."
Second to increasing job demands, engineers faulted management's lack of
commitment to its engineering operations for lagging development in the
field. Barely half of those radio engineers
responding said they are provided finan-

cial aid for education.
In line with engineers' discontent over
management's perception of their jobs,
Titus said engineers are being driven
from the field. In particular, he pointed
to the "bottom line effect of deregulation," which has made stations "simple

But Harris is convinced that the broadcast engineer's fate is linked to higher
education. Beyond college, Harris feels
that professional societies within the industry should technically cultivate the
college graduate for acareer in broadcast
engineering.
A non-technical deficiency noted by
75% in the survey was ashort fall in interpersonal communications among en-

. . . engineers praised their colleagues for
dedication, their ability to get a station
back on the air in a crunch and their
ability to conceive and develop solutions.
commodities in the eyes of today's station owners and managers."
Management
Despite the lifeline between astation
and its engineer, Titus, Harris and Wulliman all agreed that management does
not equate the broadcast engineer's technical contributions with profits.
"But that's not true of every station,"
Wulliman added, "and Ithink that we're
starting to see the pendulum swinging
back toward the technician and engineer!'
The sophistication of new technologies
require higher levels of skill by both
maintenance and operators, he said. The
engineer's ability to control, tune and
extrapolate the best sound is a great
asset and Wulliman said he believed
station managers and owners are coming around to realizing those benefits.

gineers.
Titus said poor communications skills
is "probably the single most significant
factor holding the engineer back from
advancement!'
He theorized that an individual's
"mechanical aptitude" and "creative, but
somewhat introverted nature," probably
is what leads an individual into radio
broadcasting.
But Titus advised engineers to climb
out of their shells and conquer the art
of interpersonal communication, "if they
really want to go somewhere in this business!'
Ironically, in a question asking participants to list the content of courses
they would like to take, no radio engineers included personal development
or communications oriented classes.
For information on the survey, contact
David Harris at 219-989-2471.

Splatter matters.
Splatter is aform of radio interference that
can drive listeners away from AM radio. It creates
distortion in your signal, wastes transmitter power
on undesired sidebands and interferes with other stations.
Even with an NRSC audio filter, misadjustment of the
transmitter or audio processing equipment can still
produce an RF spectrum that can exceed NRSC or
FCC limitations.
That's why routine monitoring of your station's RF
spectrum is amust. But it doesn't mean you'll have to
bust your budget on aspectrum analyzer. It just means
you need the rugged SM-1 AM Splatter Monitor from
Delta Electronics.
For just $ 2,150 you can now accurately measure
your transmitter's spectral output, monitor transmitter
IPM levels and make adjustments to improve clarity.
An external audio input helps identify splatter sources.
The Splatter Monitor's unique offset feature tunes
spectral segments for closer examination 10 kHz to

100 kHz away from the carrier. Unlike aspectrum
analyzer, you can listen to the front panel speaker or
your own headphones as you measure splatter levels
on the front panel meter. The Splatter Monitor also
has an alarm output to drive your remote control.
In this day and age where splatter matters,
monitoring it doesn't have to cost you afortune.
To find out more about the new Delta Splatter
Monitor, call ( 703) 354-3350, or write Delta Electronics,
Inc., 5730 General Washington Drive, P.O. Box 11268,
Alexandria, VA 22312.
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When You Replace Your Boss
by John Cummuta
Downers Grove IL ... When the new
President takes his oath in January, he's
going to assume a series of significant
problems. They come with the office.
But one of these problems will actually
be a product of his predecessor's
popularity.
Ronald Reagan, whether you agree
with his policies or not, is a popular
leader. The people "like" him and that
means that the man who replaces him
will inherit acertain latent resentment,
simply because Ronny's not there anymore and this new guy is trying to pretend he's like Ronny.
It's a common situation whenever
there's achange in command, and it may
be something you'll have to wrestle with,
should you end up being promoted or
brought in from the outside to replace
popular manager.

[
Engineering-

Manager

named Ray Spruance to take his place
on the bridge of the USS Enterprise.
When he heard of his appointment,
Spruance went to Halsey's hospital room
and asked how he should play the upcoming battle. He wanted to do it like
Halsey would have.
The senior Admiral's words are as relevant for someone assuming command in
the battle of the radio marketplace as
they are for acommander in war.
He said, "Ray ... don't call it the way
you think I'd play it. Call it the way you
feel it." He went on to say, "You just find
Yamamoto and chew his
t" The
translation is to just identify your objectives as amanager and move full-force
to achieve them—your way.

The reasoning here is simple. If you
try to imitate the person you're replacing, you'll never be as good at being
them as they were, and you'll be begging
for ongoing comparisons. You will always lose. The cleaner the break the better for you.
Don't try to change all at once
Even if you had some policies and
procedures at your last station that
worked like aclock, don't be too quick
to implement them.
It will be tempting to quickly put your
imprint on your new department and
changing the way things are done will
seem like the fastest way to accomplish
that. But there are two good reasons

why to go slow here.
First of all, anytime you change a
policy or procedure you'll be perceived
as knocking the old boss's way of doing
things; and there you'll be, going headto-head with that ghost again.
Secondly, there's just a chance that
some of the previous methods are better than yours. If you take your time and
only change the ones you know you can
improve, you'll avoid bruising anyone's
feelings, and you'll show judgment and
sensitivity.
The fastest way to get the troops on
your side is to take the focus off of you
and put it on them. Emphasize the fact
that a good manager knows he or she
doesn't do the job alone, but rather it
gets done through the individual and
collective efforts of the team members in
(continued on page 16)
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Whether that manager died, resigned
or was fired, there are certain do's and
don'ts that you should keep in mind to
make the transition as smooth as it can
be.
If you can't say something good ...
Even if you happen to know the person better than any of the subordinates
ever did, and you know that the old boss
was an absolute scoundrel—don't say
anything bad about your predecessor.
Why?
Because your negative comments will
tell the troops more about you than they
will about their former boss. This attempt to kill the glorious image (true or
untrue) of the person you're replacing
can do nothing but reflect poorly on you,
and it usually raises the now-martyred
exboss's image even higher.
It's even trickier if the negative comments come from one of your subordinates, or worse yet from the station's
management.
You still must walk the fine line of saying that, in your experience, there are always two sides to every story and you'd
rather concentrate on building astrong
and productive future for your department than to dwell on the misunderstandings of the past. Always dodge
these bullets if you can.
One thing you can count on, should
you break down and make negative
comments about your predecessor. He
or she still has agents in your camp, and
your words will get back to that person.
Broadcasting being the rather small
brotherhood that it is, you could one day
be sitting in front of that person you
disparaged—asking for a job. It's a lot
easier to never say the words than to try
to eat them under such uncomfortable
circumstances.
Don't be an imitator
When Pacific Fleet Commander
Nimitz was putting together his tactical
commanders for the upcoming battle of
Midway, he wanted the vaunted "Bull"
Halsey to run the decisive engagement
for the Americans.
As luck would have it, Halsey came
down with a severe skin disorder and
was beached. But he recommended a
relatively young cruiser commander

What makes a Radio Classic? Timeless design, flawless performance, outstanding value, and above all —
bullet-proof reliability. Because, in radio, we don't coddle
our classics.
The RCA 77DX is one such product. It set new standards in microphone performance. Even now, decades later, its quality still endures.
Arrakis Systems' SC audio consoles are Radio Classics too. Introduced in
1980, the SC series set new standards in design, performance and value.
Today, Arrakis SC consoles are the choice of more radio stations worldwide than any competitive unit in their class. Shown below is the 2000SC,
an outstanding value at S4695. Like all
Arrakis audio consoles, the 2000SC is
ultra- reliable. And it will continue to
deliver outstanding performance as the
SYSTEMS, INC.
years go by. After all, that's what it takes
to be aRadio Classic.
Call (303) 224-2248

ankiS

ARRAKIS 2000 SC AUDIO CONSOLE

2000SC RELIABILITY:
•DC Controlled — No Audio On Pots
Or Switches.
•Rugged Motherboard Construction
•Penny & Giles Slide Faders.
•ITT Schadow Switches.
•Only 3IC types employed, all plug-in.

2000SC FEATURES:
•12 Stereo Channels, 24 Inputs Total.
•Program, Audition, and
Mono Mixdown Balanced Outputs.
•Telephone Mix-minus Buss.
•Full Monitoring Facilities.
•Remote Equipment Start.

For features,
performance,
price and
reliability,

NOBODY BUILDS CONSOLES LIKE ARRAKIS.
Arrakis Systems Inc. 2609 Riverbend Court

Fort Collins, CO 80525
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Mechanical Drive Maintenance
by Thomas Vernon
Harrisburg PA ... On arecent contract
engineering trip, Iwas asked to look at
an ill cart machine. "Excessive wow and
flutter" the note on the top said.
Iremoved the sludge and grime from
the capstan and pinch roller with arag
and mineral spirits. It made no difference. "Odd," Ithought.
Upon removing the deck from the
chassis, however, the problem became
obvious.

TStation

' Sketches

wheel surfaces to remove oxide buildups, and occasionally checking the tension between the two.
The only real disadvantage is the high
cost of precision sync motors. The failure mode of these motors is usually
noisy and worn bearings. Only rarely do
the windings open.
Many tape machine manufacturers will
give you credit for returning worn motors
against the purchase price of anew one.
Also, there are several smaller companies
that specialize in motor rebuilding.
Belt drives
Older machines often use abelt drive,
employing a sync motor with a small

The belts had failed and someone had
replaced them with two small rubber
bands. Replacing the rubber bands with
belts and adjusting the end play in the
flywheel solved the problems.
It occurred to me that there are probably many younger technicians who have
been raised on digital and are not familiar with what is involved in maintaining
mechanical drive systems. Hence, the
subject of this month's column.
The mechanics
The simplest is direct drive, which is
used in turntables, cart machines and
reel-to-reel machines. Typically a high
torque synchronous motor is employed,
with the shaft acting as the capstan.
Advantages are simplicity, ease of
maintenance, reliability, as well as superior wow and flutter specifications.
Routine maintenance is reduced to
regular cleaning of the capstan and idler

Thus a2500 RPM with an 8:1 ratio would
yield aflywheel velocity of 312.5 RPM.
In the real world, belt thickness influences speed, increasing pulley diameter by as much as 1/
3 the thickness
of the belt.
If the original belt is replaced with a
thicker substitute, the end result will be
slower speed. The "real world" diagram
of pulley/speed ratios is shown in Figure
2.
Precision ground flat belts have more
consistent speed characteristics than
molded "0" rings. This is because
changes in the thickness of the belt can
cause speed changes.
As belts age, they usually stretch out,

Figure 1. The physics lab' pulley/speed relationship, where V rotational
speed in RPM, D = diameter, R = radius.
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attempt is made to oil them.
Some of the less expensive sync motors require periodic ( six month) disassembly and soaking of felt washers with
Wynn's Friction Proofing Oil.
Flywheel thrust bearings should get an
occasional dab of Lubriplate, and be adjusted for about 1/16" end play.
Idler wheel drives
Another popular drive method is to
employ an idler wheel between the motor shaft and the rotating surface, as with
older turntables.
Most drive the outside rim of the platter with idler wheel, although one
manufacturer drives the inside rim to
yield better rumble characteristics.
In either case, maintenance involves
regular (weekly) cleaning of all drive sur-

Figure 2. The • real world' pulley/speed relationship. T thickness of the
belt.
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pulley driving alarge diameter flywheel.
These have the advantage of lower initial cost but inferior wow and flutter, as
well as more maintenance problems
than direct drive units.
Going back to basic physics in Figure
1, we can calculate the rotational speed
of the flywheel by knowing the motor
speed and size ratio between the pulleys.

High performance
FM transmitters from
30 to 50,000 Watts.
Value and performance combined.

Powerful FM transmitters from TTC give
you the most Watts per dollar without
sacrificing performance or reliability. Clean,
uncomplicated design is the key.
Quality built to last. TTC gives you
reliability that is virtually maintenance free,
featuring conservatively rated components,
relay logic and full VSWR protection.
The acclaimed Model X Exciter. Each
TTC FM transmitter features the revolutionary Model X Exciter for smoother bass,
cleaner highs, and greater loudness.
Television Technology Corporation
P.O. Box 1385
Broomfield, CO 80020 ( 303) 665-8000

Television Technology Corporation

The quality is TTC.
Field proven design
• Vacuum variable tuning
• Rugged quality construction
• Unequaled stereo performance
• Total customer support
• Two year warranty available
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resulting in increased effective length
and slower speed. Slippage also becomes aproblem.
Replacement belts should have the
same inside diameter as the original
when it was new, not as it is measured
when taken out of service.
Never store replacement belts in direct
sunlight. Ultraviolet rays will break the
rubber down and render them useless.
It's much better to store them in the dark
and avoid extremes of temperature.
Replace them all
When servicing aunit that has several
belts, it's best to replace all of them at
once. Usually the time, trouble, and labor costs of pulling amachine out of service far outweigh the cost of afew belts.
Be sure to clean all pulley grooves and
contact surfaces with mineral spirits before installing new belts.
If the machine has amotor speed control, be sure to play atest tape and verify
proper speed after replacing belts.
Machines should be lubricated per
manufacturer's instructions. Many
newer motors have permanently lubricated bearings and can be damaged if an

Flywheel

faces. Rim drive turntables have adjustment screws that provide atradeoff between instant start and reasonable rumble characteristics.
Sometimes the speed shift lever is left
engaged and the idler wheel is pressed
against the motor shaft. This will deform
the surface and produce audible thumping when the machine is next used.
Running the turntable for awhile may
get rid of the indentation, depending on
the type of idler wheel.
Better quality idler wheels are made of
silicon rubber or some other good memory material. Lower cost wheels are
made of neoprene, have have poor
memory characteristics.
It may be necessary to carefully sand
these wheels to get rid of indentations.
If you need replacement idlers or other
rubber parts for an obsolete machine,
don't despair. Some companies, such as
PRB, will remanufacture parts if you can
provide an original.
Tom Vernon, aregular RW columnist, divides his time among broadcast consulting,
computers and instructional technology. He
can be reached at 717-249-1230.

Now That You're the Boss
(continued from page 15)
that department.
Then begin to recognize and encourage those efforts. When your people start to feel you showering them with
praise, it will be remarkable how quickly
they'll begin to see how smart aperson
you really are.
Look and act like aleader
One attribute aleader should display
is self-confidence, and aself-confident
person doesn't waste energy competing
with the image of someone who is no
longer areal factor in the situation.
Make an effort to praise your
predecessor. Commend those facets of
his or her management tenure that deserve commendation. Recognize the progress the department made under that

person's leadership.
Make it clear that you have no intention of changing things that work and
that you will be sensitive to everyone's
input when you do feel achange is required.
And whatever happens, especially
early on, don't be spooked or intimidated by your people's memories of the
person you've replaced. Let it die anatural death.
Above all else, however, stand tall in
the knowledge that you were given the
position because you deserve it and
"Play it the way you feel it."
John Cummuta is president of Marketline,
abroadcast management and marketing consulting firm, and aregular RW columnist.
He can be reached at 312-960-5999.
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Lee Abrams: Talking Production
by Ty Ford
Baltimore MD ... Ifirst became aware
of Lee Abrams, one of the top names in
programming, while Iwas working at
WHFS in the Washington DC market in
1974.
Within a year, the ( then Burkhart/Abrams) consultancy decimated
WMAL FM's "soft explosion" and had a
significant impact on WHFS's more
progressive format as well.
Three years later Ibecame part of the
original airstaff of WIYY (98 Rock) in Baltimore which was consulted by the expanded Burkhart/Abrams/Michaels/
Douglas firm. In about the same amount
of time we became so strong that WKTK
FM and WAYE AM, both album rock
stations, were forced to change formats.
Granted, WIYY has one of the best signals in the market. Also granted is that
Denise Oliver, one of the smartest people in radio, was the PD. The consultancy provided many great programming and promotional ideas and acted
as abrain trust, collecting and distributing the ideas of others to member stations.
In addition to that, they also launched
aproduction concept called 'Theater of
the Mind." It was away of thinking, an
attitude, an approach to be applied to all
station production.
Most importantly, it was applied to station promos. Those experimenting with
the concept were encoteaged to watch
and listen to television and movies. The
challenge was to make promos so strong
that listeners would see pictures when
they heard station promos.
The consultancy was well aware that
the competition would eventually figure
out their successful but complex music
rotations.
They knew they needed something
special to separate themselves from what
was becoming a cluttered FM dial:
production so special that the listeners
didn't even have to hear the call letters
to know they were listening to "their"
station.
Finding people who could create effective promos was not easy. Most airstaff
people didn't enjoy doing production.
The problem was that to do "Theater of
the Mind" production properly, you not
only had to enjoy production, you had
to have apassion for it!
Talking with Lee
Lee Abrams currently has another
frontal attack on radio. It's called Z-Rock,
and production is no less important now
than it was when he started the Superstars format.
1chatted with Lee about the format
and what's important about production
in today's radio.
TF: Iknow you've signed as Director of
Corporate Programming with the Shamrock
Group recently, but tell me about Z-Rock and
what else you've been up to.
LA: ZRock is asatellite fed network
we're positioning as the first real radio
superstatio,n. There's this audience between 16 and 28 that's not getting what
they want.
We're balancing the music profile with
apresentation that's really reminiscent
of Top40 from the McLendon era. It just
screams, it never stops, we nuke records
on the air, we play records backwards,

have listeners guess what they are, it's
just acompletely insane presentation.
Our marketing look is going to be alot
like MTV. We're going to market it nationally, promotion along the lines of,

rProduceres-File
"You and five thousand of your triends
go see Van Halen in Hong Kong!" We
emphasize that it's not like an automation alternative as much as a real national superstation.
TF: It sounds to me like you've gone to the
other end of the spectrum from " read this ten

second liner, play three thousand songs in a
row and shut up," basically boring radio.
LA: This is dangerously unboring!
Better production
TF: Lee Jacobs, program director of
WGRX, one of the Shamrock stations here
in Baltimore, says you're pushing for upgrades in on-air production.
LA: Oh absolutely! Ithink that's one
of the great advantages a station can
have, great production.
TF: Does that include spots as well as
promos?
LA: Primarily promos. Like alot of stations take an ID and change it once a
year, where that can be astrategic posi-

tion in the hour to sound techrucolor instead of black and white.
Ithink 99% of stations' production today sounds real one dimensional and
boring. When a station's really well
produced, even if you're playing the
same music as the competitor, you just
sound so much better. So we're really
pushing for that.
One thing I like about upgraded
production rooms is they get jocks back
into the production room. Usually it's
like, "ARRRRGH I've got to do production! No, I'm going home."
Now they're lining up to get in and
goof around and come up with some
(continued on page 28)

For 15 years, BSW has been serving the audio
needs of Broadcasters Nationwide. Our extensive inventory, professional advice, excellent
pricing and extended hours allow
us to perform magic. Let BSW pull
a rabbit out of the hat
for you. 1-800-426-8434
or FX 206-565-8114.
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57 Years Ago in KW
Editor's note: The RW of today and the RW of old fortuitously share the same name. The RW of old was printed
for aperiod of time in the 1920s and 1930's, when radio was first becoming popular. The current version of RW
that you hold in your hands has been around (in various forms and names) for over ten years.

"Recording Detective"
to be Used for Evidence
Against Suspected Stations
NSTEAD of using stenographic service, which is expensive
and sometimes open to attack for the possible error factor,
the Federal Radio Commission will use phonograph recordings in gathering evidence against stations suspected of abusing
their broadcasting license.
A portable recording device made by RCA Victor Company
on specifications and order of RCA Photophone, Inc., was
demonstrated before the Commission and proved highly satisfactory. The device is AC operated. The turntable revolves
33 1/3 times a minute, as in talking movies and transcriptions
for radio program service. The outfit cost $1,000 to build, but
this is not the production price.
A receiving set, very selective, a recording microphone, an
engraving head, two turntables, a high-gain audio amplifier, and
blank records are used. The overlap is considerable, so that
nothing will be missed, and programs of indefinite duration may
be recorded.
"We believe the operation of this device will solve many of
the problems that have been confronting us for several years,"
said Acting Chairman E. O. Sykes, following the demonstration.
"With it we will be able to record radio broadcasts in any
section of the country and have a permanent record for use in
any emergency.

Reprinted from Radio World, July 18, 1931.

Silence is Golden and
less work with telcom c4
for RADIO and TV.

Early Station Calls
Tell Radio History
by George Riggins
Long Beach CA ... Wonder if Iwas the
only one who was disappointed in the
audio portion of the Miss America Pageant? Of course the problem was probably associated with my location and the
receiving equipment.
The listening and viewing location was
at alittle whistle stop on the Amtrak line
in Oregon. Chemult to be exact. The receiver was an RCA, about 4 years old
and a mono at that.

•

Old
Timer

The signal was being received from a
translator located at
Crescent OR, and
the
transmitter,
KTVZ, Bend Oregon. I guess it is
asking alot for asignal to be transmitted via satellite, converted to the TV
band, and then retransmitted by way of
atranslator and then have the signal be
such that one could hear the piano solo
part of the Warsaw Concerto.
Or, perhaps there should have been a
musical director in the Atlantic City booth
who knew how to get the proper mix or
microphone placement for a soloist.
One last ad regarding audio and programming for this issue. My dental hygienist told me that she and her husband
do not listen to radio, either AM or FM
when they are driving.
Instead they take tapes of such things
as My Fair Lady, Camelot, and other musical shows from the recent past. The
reason? No good programming on the
AM or FM band. Back to the future or
history, whichever is applicable.
KFI 4000 W, 640 kC, Los Angeles.
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• A product of ANT
Telecommunications, Inc.
No wasting time with
lining up — not even for
tape exchanges.
Up to 118dB dynamic range —
the widest dynamic range
available in any noise
reduction system today.

• No overshooting.
• No pre or post echo.
• Applications:
Cartridge machines
STL
RPU
Reel-to- reels
Cassettes

telcom c4

Over 15,000 channels
in use worldwide.

Silence by Design

No breathing or pumping.
Drstributed by

RAM BROADCAST SYSTEMS INC.
346 W. Colfax Street, Palatine, IL. 60067
New York (516) 832-8080

Chicago (312) 358-3330

Tennessee (
615)689 -3030

FCC's
ENGINEERING

Databases
FLOPPY DISK/TAPE — DIRECTORIES
•TV — $90.00
• FM — $ 150.00
•AM — P.O.R.

to

give

up

call

signs

that

$250.00
$350.00
$350.00

represented so much history?
There are a few more of the original
calls on the west coast and the Rocky
Mountain West. In Northern California
KG0 and KFRC are still represented by
the original identifiers.
Seems that NBC tried to do a quick
two-step or something and lost an oldie,
KPO, many years ago. Too bad! Going
further north, Portland is represented
with KGW, owned by the Morning
Oregonian in 192Z and KEX.
(A ham friend says that he thought
something was wrong with the family
receiver in the late twenties when he first
heard KEX here in Southern California
and that first encounter with DX is what
got him started in amateur radio and
kept him in electronics these many years
since.)
Just to sell radios

Denver was represented by KLZ and
KOA. The former went on the air in
1922, so must be one of the older stations
with the same call sign still in use.
Nothing is said in the 1927 publication
about the ownership of KLZ. General
Electric owned both KG0 in Oakland
and KOA in Denver, plus others in the
midwest and east.
Of interest is how many of the early
stations were started for purposes other
than entertainment or advertising revenue.
As some of the early engineers have
stated, many of the stations were started
so agiven product could be advertised.
In one case, one of the engineers who
built the station said, "We went on the air
(continued on page 27)

(Directories only available
in hard copy format)
Specialized Retrievals Based
on Customer Requirements
Call or Write for a FREE Disk

datswoPlde
AService of DW, Inc.
P.O. Box 30730
4827 Rugby Avenue, Suite 200
Bethesda, Maryland 20814
(301) 652-8822
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. . . many of the
• ' early stations were
started for purposes
other than entertainment
or advertising revenue.
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The NR system
you just set and forget.

Start-up date: 9April, 1927. Still on the
air, same call sign, new address, and
only the second ownership. Quite arecord. A class A Clear Channel that can
be heard throughout the west after dark.
Going on down the list, some of the
stations with the same call but perhaps
adifferent frequency are, KNX, KFWB,
KFSG—the latter now on AM only, but
still owned by the same basic religious
group put together by Amy Semple
McPherson—awell known evangelist of
the period—and KFSD-FM in San Diego.
Why did some of the past owners

( 800) 368-5754
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High performance at affordable prices.
• 15, 20, 30, 80 W exciters and translators/boosters.
• 100, 250, 500, 1000 and 2000 W amplifiers.
•All front panel programmable, broadband.
•2and 20 W STLs.
•24 Hr. technical support on call.
•Credit/Leasing options available.
Dealt. Inc.
739 Fifth Ave.
TI.X 229882

619-239-8462
San Diego, CA 92101
FAX: 619-239-8474
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The Trouble With Manuals.
by Barry Mishkind
Tucson AZ ... Eventually, all equipment comes to apoint that it wants attention. That is why it came equipped
with that little capsule of smoke. It
releases the smoke to let you know it's
time to make repairs.
But actually locating the part that emitted the smoke is not always straightforward. Oftentimes hours are spent in its
pursuit. And then, the engineer remembers the famous saying that goes, "When
all else fails, consult the instruction manual!'
Sometimes, sure enough, the answer
was right there waiting to jump out at
him. So why is it that some radio engineers are reluctant to refer to manuals?
Is it arrogance? Machismo? Stupidity? Or
is it the generally poor quality of so
many manuals supplied today?
Searching out the culprits
Have you ever wondered who writes
these things? After aworld-wide search,
we are pleased to announce we have discovered that there are three people in the
entire world who write technical
manuals for aliving.
One is ex-military. You know his work
by the endless pages of words and
schematics with lines going off in all
directions onto other pages somewhere,
keyed by mysterious combinations of letters and numbers and the easy to follow
parts numbers like A3A2A2C31, not to
be confused with A3A2A3C31.
The second manual writer is ahighly
competent Japanese engineer. Unfortunately he knows no English. But, if
you understand Japanese, the manual is
adream.
We located the third technical manual
writer in Sri Lanka. However, he is so
busy that all he can ever produce is a
preliminary manual; proofreading is extra.
Of course, there are a few amateur
manual writers hiding out there. They
occasionally produce acomplete, lucid
manual. But the ex-military writer has
friends who try to stamp them out.
You think I'm making this up, don't
you? We are being outrageous, aren't we?
If so, how do you explain amanufacturer
shipping a manual with a transmitter
that has parts that do not match those
listed in the manual?
Further, when you call the technical
service department, the manual they use
matches neither your manual nor your
equipment.
Or, how would you explain amanual
that contains the following instruction
for tuning the PA circuit: "Observe the
PA 4, 2 carefully and do not ... "
That's right, the instruction ended in
mid-sentence and stayed that way
through several editions of the manual!
The Sri Lankan manuals are the ones
that confuse right channel with left,
sending you looking for the wrong part.
When the Sri Lankan is especially busy
he forgets to recharge the mimeograph
machine and the manual is so faint you
think you've gone blind.
Sanity preservation
What can the poor engineer do, to
avoid coming up against these types of
problems? Buying high quality equipment from reputable suppliers is agood
start. Yet, that in itself is not enough.

A fellow engineer up the road in Phoenix called to comment on amanual he
received for a tape deck that had no
schematics. Calling the factory did little
good, they had no schematics either.
Eventually he was forced to send the
unit to the factory. It was not determined
whether repairs were ever made, or a
new unit shipped out to him. An excellent machine in many ways, yet the engineer was reluctant to buy more. As he
said, "What about next time?"
One way to protect yourself is to actually read the manuals supplied with
equipment you purchase. Make sure
everything matches.
If you find strange language, conflict'rig instructions, etc., let the manufac-

turer know. Let me know, too. If you
have anomination for worst instruction
of the month, send it to the address below, and maybe we can share them.
Another positive action is to make sure
manufacturers know that you want
clearly written manuals, that not only explain the fine points of the gear, but also
have asingle page of quick, basic, howto and why instructions.
Also, don't put up with those "preliminary manuals" forever. Demand the finished product. Make sure they know the
manual is important to you.
There are some manuals that do convey information to the reader in aclear,
friendly way. In English.
ATI, for one, has eschewed the

"professional" tenor of manuals, using
afolksie, tongue-in-cheek manner of explaining features and ways of avoiding
ground loops: "If you don't have a
ground system you will still be OK as
long as you don't turn on your transmitter." There are others like ATI.
And like the request for weird statements, you are invited to share samples
of manual excellence. With your help,
we'll be able to see the worst and
cl the best
in manualese.
My address is 2033 S. Augusta Place,
Tucson, AZ 85710. Let me know your
opinions. Here's to better, more informative manuals in your shop!
Barry Mishkind, aka RW's "Eclectic Engineer," is aconsultant and contract engineer
in Tucson. He can be reached at 602-2963797.

Last Chance To Save
on custom ENG/EFP packages.

THE SHURE
FALL

R

CONTENTS: 6FIELD PRODUCTION SPECIALS
AVAILABLE: SEPT-OCT.-NOV.. 1988

Offer ends November .
eo, 1988
YOU GET:

PLUS:

1- Compact Portable Mixer
1- Shotgun Microphone
1- Shock Mount for Shotgun
2-25 foot mic cables
1-Lavalier or Hand held Microphone (
your choice)

rit/L9uipLiatul
Only $2,000.00
FP31
SM89

FP31
SM89

JJi

neP•)'

#1
FP31
SM89

Only $2,300.00
›, #4
#
•#6
5
FP32

FP32

SM89

SM89

SM89
A89SM
2-C25J

FP32

A89SM

A89SM

A89SM

A89SM

A89SM

2-C25J

2-C25J

2-C25J

2-C25J

2-C25J

SM84

M63L-LC

SM84

For the name of your nearest Shure dealer, call toll- free: 1-800-257-4873 ( In Illinois. call 1-800-624-8522).
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Every recorder in the C270 Series
comes loaded with professional features
that aren't available — not even as options
— on "comparable" machines from other
manufacturers . . .
• Dolby HX Pro® Headroom Extension and proprietary phase compensated audio electronics
•Seamless and gapless punch-in and punch-out
• Integral scrape- flutter filter in head assembly
• Constant tape tension on both spooling motors
• One-hand cueing under full servo control
• Fully modular audio electronics allowing quick
interchange of individual circuit elements
• Front access to all audio electronics, even when
rackmounted
• Plug-in record and reproduce equalizers for
optimal performance and easy speed pair
conversion
• 3peak LED indicators: + 6, + 9, + 12 dB (C270)
•Adjustable Mute-to-Play time of audio output
from 50 to 990 msec
• Built-in variable speed allows — 33% to + 50%
range
• Selectable library wind and record inhibit
• Optical End-of-Tape Sensor
• 1-year parts and labor warranty

Plus, other features standard on the
C270 Series that are available only as
options on other machines . . .
— Fader start circuitry
— RS 232 serial port allows full control of all
machine functions
— Rack mount adapters

The C270, 274 and 278 all have 3 tape
speeds (33/4, 71/2 & 15 ips), any pair of
which can be selected and quickly
changed in the field.
Low speed versions ( 15/32, 15/16 & 1
7/8 ips) of the C274 and C278 — especially
suited for logging applications — come
with abuilt-in time and date code generator and reader with search capabilities.

The C270 Series is designed to give
you what you need, included on every
machine . . . pro transport -functions, pro
audio quality and pro construction (rugged die-cast deck-plate, head assembly
and chassis). Add overall value too,
because that's very much what the C270
Series is about — giving the professional
more for less. (Accessories and options, if
you need them, are available — autolocators, remote controls, floor consoles and
SMPTE center track time code.)
But one feature built into the C270
Series no one else has ever been able to
offer . . . the Studer Revox 40-year reputation for reliability and unequaled
performance.
Available from Studer Revox Professional
Products Dealers. Or contact: Studer Revox America,
Inc. 1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210. (615)
254-5651

All audio electronics fully accessible through front panel.
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Tracking Down RFI Problems
Ground Line, Shielding
or Power Supply May
Be Your Culprits
by Bill Higgs
Louisville KY ... Sometimes it seems
that life is just loaded against us. Budgets
are tight; it's tough in small markets
these days.
Because of this, we are often forced to
make compromises in the equipment we
install. For better or worse, consumer
equipment often finds its way into the
plant. The audio performance of this
equipment can be excellent.
Those of us "blessed" with these boxes
must consider two headaches.
The first problem, level and impedance matching, is reduced considerably by commercial interfaces or shopbuilt boost amps.
The larger obstacle, for most of us, is
that consumer equipment is generally
more susceptible to RF interference than
equipment designed specifically for the
broadcast market.
(By the way, don't stop reading just because you have no hi-fi equipment in
your station. Some of the best AM
tuners Ihave seen were called distribution amps!)

the unit. If the interference level drops,
you can be sure that "ground" really isn't.
Let me explain. In many cases, ground
lines have become so long that they are
no longer ground at all. This is particularly aproblem in studios located above
the ground floor of abuilding.
Remember that at FM frequencies only
afew feet of wire or strap can represent
atuned circuit. In some cases it is necessary to "tune" the length of the ground
strap to a point of low potential.
Simply put, try to connect to the
ground strap at apoint that is amultiple of ahalf-wavelength at the problem
frecuency. Avoid quarterwave multiples;

these are high impedance points just
waiting to infect your equipment.
Persistent problems
If the RF problem persists, Inext try
to assure that the unit is shielded adequately. Although more expensive hi-fi
units appear to be well-shielded, the
less-costly equipment tends to be built
with fiberboard case and bottom. Fix it!
Cabinets can often be shielded with
ordinary coil stapled into place. Another
trick is to replace fiber panels with aluminum cut from acookie sheet.
After checking for and eliminating
these gremlins, assume that any wire go-
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ing into or out of the device could carry
the RF that causes the problem.
If the unit is an amplifier or preamplifier, short the inputs and see if the
RFI disappears. If so, it is likely that the
problem is at the input stage with RF being rectified by the input transistors.
With AM problems, try using a .001
mfd disk capacitor between the input
and ground (for balanced inputs, install
one disk across the line and one disk
from each input leg to ground). With
FM, do the same using 100 pf disks.
The same can be done for output
stages, although larger value capacitors
can often be used successfully on equipment with tower output impedances.
Conventional wisdom says to make all
(continued on page 22)

rBottomLine-

I-BroadcasterRFI problems are not limited to those
with co-located facilities. My primary
station is located downtown in amajor
city with the nearest AM transmitter
(ours) almost three miles away.
Our FM transmitter is less than ahalf
mile away, however, and two high-power
FMs are also within ahalf mile.
In addition, the former GM was addicted to light dimmers, elevator controls
put out considerable RF junk and Ma
Bell's main microwave facility is two
blocks away.
(This, by the way, rules out the use of
aC band satellite dish at the studio. Network services don't seem to think about
this when they tell me how much money
we save).
This month, we will explore some
ways of attacking the RFI problem. Ican't
guarantee that these techniques will
eliminate RFI from your plant, but they
should help minimize the problem.
Tracking the problem
Begin tracking down an RFI problem
the same way you should attack any
service problem: divide and conquer. If
possible, isolate the unit that is causing
the trouble.
In other words, make sure it is the CD
player and not the interface box. Much
time can be wasted chasing blind alleys
if you do not take time to set up aplan
of action.
Once Ihave isolated the offending
unit, Ibegin by checking the equipment
ground. This would seem to be asimple task (check with an ohmmeter) except that not all grounds are at ground
potential, particularly at FM frequencies.
Check the ground connection by holding asmall portable radio tuned to the
interfering frequency near the ground
point.
li the signal level goes up, be very suspicious of that ground! Also try disconnecting the ground entirely and testing

Designed. Then priced.
Not vice-versa.

When they're finished, we price it.

ther manufacturers set price goals, then
commit their designers to create products to fit
the price. Worse still, their prices must leave room
for dealer profits.
Your station works as well as your consoles let it.
How do you know whether your consoles have been
built to aprice, or designed to perform? If they're
from Pacific Recorders, you have the assurance that
avery real difference in priorities is at work.

A nd

The difference:
ur design engineers are in the happy position
of being encouraged to choose materials, components, techniques and approaches as they see fit.
Their objective is products with uniquely superior
attributes: Maximum headroom. Minimum noise and
distortion. Total RF immunity. Tough, reliable housings. Massive power supplies. Friendly control
panels.

since we don't build in adealer mark-up, our
customers always receive the best price on their
equipment. Our published end-user price would be
others' "confidential dealer cost". The "negotiation
discount" you'd properly expect from their dealers,
we invest in superior components.
So the next time you have the chance to order new
consoles, maybe you'd be better off to look beyond
the price tag and see the value of our approach.
Excellence first. All else second.
[lease send me

abrochure on:
El] Air consoles
C Production consoles
C Cart machines
C Dolby SR® for cart
C Everything PR&E offers
Return this coupon to:
Pacific Recorders &
Engineering Corporation
2070 Las Palmas Drive
Carlsbad, CA 92009
(619) 438-3911

[
r1988 PR8E
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PACIFIC RECORDERS
& ENGINEERING CORPORATION
The number one choice for
more # 1stations
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Tee Network Calculations
by Tom Osenkowsky
Brookfield CT ... Last time we examined design considerations for voltage
and current ratings of components used
in RF networks.
Now we'll look at the mathematics
used in calculating the quiescent (i.e.,
unmodulated, center range) values of
the three legs of aTee network.
To begin, Equation 1defines the values
of line and load current and voltage. I've
illustrated the general case in both instances.
Usually the line is resistive ( i.e., 50
ohms + j0) but when it is reactive we
must take into account this reactance. We
use Ohm's Law substituting the value of
R with the value of Z which is the magnitude of the impedance, the resistance
and reactance.

Knowing the input and output currents, we may now use the Law of Cosines to calculate the shunt leg current.
When using two components in any
leg, the current in both components is
the same and the voltage across each
component is determined using Ohm's
Law. Equation 2is used for the shunt leg
current calculation.

liF
Reader
Table 1 is an example of a nondirectional radiator whose base impedance is 57+j68.
Figure 1 shows the schematic. The
power is 1000 W and the network design
calls for alagging 84° phase shift.
Realistic values were used in the de-

Figure 1.
El = 216.56
X = 148.42

Zo = 50
= 50
)(in =
Isn = 4.47

sign. Where two
components were
used in series (acoil
was used to finetune the output and
Ishunt =
shunt leg capacitors)
each individual component voltage was
calculated.
In the case of the
shunt leg, the branch total voltage is 311
volts. A high L-C ratio can easily develop
ahigh junction voltage possibly resulting
in corona in the high power case.
By plugging the example values into
the equations, you will see how the answers were developed. ' Óu might recognize the Law of Cosines more easily if
the Iterms were replaced with the E
terms.
This equation can be used to deter-

El = 16743
X = 3997

Ra = 57
Xa = 68
la = 4 19a

Ec = 252 51
X = - 160.29

Ea = 371 65

X = e6

7
El = 154 84
58
X = - 180 38
Ec = 466 13

mine resultant voltage of two generators
of any voltage and phase combination.
Where the phase angle is 90°, the righthand terms disappear since cos(90)=0.
The simple quadratic applies in that instance.
Tom Osenkowsky is a radio engineering
consultant and president of MASTER Software, and aregular RW columnist. He can
be reached at 203-775-3060.

Equation 1.
E load =

N
,P/RL

E line = \P/Rin

X N/Rin 2

+ Xin 2

P/RLoad

Iload =
Iline =

Table 1

x N/RL 2 + XL 2

\'
P/Rin

NETWORK
ACTUAL
FRED

Equation 2.
Ishunt = TJlline 2 +

lload 2 - 2 x lline x Iload x cos(phase)

DESIGN

FOR

ORIGINAL

CPERAT1NG

RESISTANCE

1310

55.00

1320

57.00

1330

62.00

FRED

RESISTANCE

IMPEDANCES

REACTANCE
63.00
74.00

REACTANCE

E shunt = Ishunt xXshunt

1310

51.32

+J

5.29

1320

50.00

.3

0.00

Where two components are used, Xshunt will equal each
reactance.

1330

45.06

-1

NETWORK

DESIGN

A. RF Specialties
of Washington, Inc.
11721 15th Ave. N.E.
Seattle, Washington 98125
(206) 363-7730
John Schneider & Bob Arnold.

B. RF Specialties
of California

RF SPECIALTIES
GROUP
LEADERS IN RF SYSTEMS
FROM COAST TO COAST

3463 State St #229
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
(805) 682-9429 Sam Lane

-

.5.22

PHASE

VSWR

83.01

1.11

34.88
84.84

1.1C.

REACTANCES

NO.

1

SERIES

NO.

I

SERIES

COIL:J

NO.

1

SHUNT

CAPACITOR:- J

NO.

1

SHUNT

CO1L:...1

NO.

2

SERIES

NO.

2

SHUNT

NETWORK

-

CAPACITOR:- J
39.97
80.38

26.70

OPEN

DESIGN

COMPONENTS
.:/ 1

BRANCH

E/I

371. 65

4. 19

1

SERIES . 0O2000

NO.

1

SERIES

uH

BRANCH

E/I

16 -3. 43

4.19

NO.

1

SHUNT

uF

BRANCH

El:

46G. I3

5. 13.

NO.

1

SHUNT

2.22

uA

BRANCH

L/1

154.84

5. 8C ,

NO.

2

SERIES

5.84

uH

BRANCH

E/I

NO.

2

SHUNT

OPEN

216. Sc.
61

4. 4,
O. LK)

NO.
NO.1

1

SHUNT

CONNECTS

4.82
. 601500

uF

LOAD
NO.

LEG RESONANT
70

BRANCH

2/1

LINE

E/I

CRLOUENCY =

51

2158.50

4. 1":,
,

Khz

LOAD

Tips On Minimizing RFI

C. RF Specialties
of Texas
P.O. Box 8316
Amarillo, Texas 79114
' (806) 372-4518
Don Jones & Tim Hawks

D. RF Specialties
of Florida
P.O. Box 397
Niceville, Florida 32578
(904) 678-8943 Bill Tumey

E. RF Specialties
Pennsylvania, Inc.

FOR ALL YOUR
RF NEEDS CALL
THE SPECIALIST
NEAR YOU

SYSTEM DESIGN
COMPETITIVE
PRICING

121 Conneaut Drive
Pittsburgh, Penn 15239
(412) 733-1994 Tom Monahan
Each Office Is Independently
Owned and Operated

)) 1RF Speciolti«
,tet
eà Group
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(continued from page 21)
lead connections as short as possible. In
the case of FM interference, however, I
urge you to experiment with different
values and lead lengths.
It is often possible to hit aseries resonance at the interfering frequency which
increases the efficiency of the bypass.
By the way, commercial "interference
traps" are available for resolving FM interference to television reception. These
work well across both input and output
connections.
Bypassing the culprits
Power supplies and power cords are
also suspect. Try bypassing the power
line as above, or using apower line filter.
Also, bypassing the rectifier diodes or
bridge using .01 or even . 1 mfd disks
may help. In this application, be sure the
voltage rating of the capacitors is high
enough-400 volts for use across the
line.
Ferrite materials are another weapon

for stubborn problems. Beads are available from various suppliers and are simply slipped over the wires or component
leads. The equivalent circuit is that of an
RF choke.
This ideally keeps any RF differential
away from the chip's inputs. Large twopiece toroids are available for wrapping
the power cable around and preventing
common-mode currents from entering
the equipment.
RFI is astubborn beast which rears its
ugly head in many different ways.
Sometimes it defies our best efforts.
These tricks may not solve your RFI
problem, but it may allow you to use a
piece of equipment which otherwise
would become a doorstop.
Bill Higgs has been CE for WXLN/WFIA
for six years and has also done station consulting work. He has aPh.D. in Theology
which helps explain his patience with small
market radio. He can be reached at
502-583-4811.

Auditronics
"because they
work well and
they're so easy
to use"

66
hat's what Itell
colleagues from other
stations when they ask why
Iprefer Auditronics consoles," says Jon Book,
Engineering Manager,
Studio Systems for WOCKIIK in Davenport, Iowa.
"We have about 15 people
working the boards between our
AM and FM operations so ease of use
is very important to us. Our five
Auditronics consoles in on-air and
production let our people air
ahighly professional product on both our programming and the commercials
we produce."
Call us now to
find out more about why
Jon Book buys Auditronics
consoles for on-air and
production, toll free
800-638-0977.

auditronici. inc.

3750 Old Getwell Road. Memphis. TN 38118 • 901-362-1350
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Introducing Harris HT FM Transmitters„.

/WORLD CLASS POWER AND PERFORMANCE
FOR ANY SIZE FM MARKET

Roaald C. FriIlman
Manager — Domestic Radio Sales
Harris Corporation. Broadcast Division

No matter where you are or what
your FM coverage requirements, Harris'
new HT FM transmitters will provide the
outstanding reliability and performance
you want, at the power level you need.
HT transmitters come in 3.5, 5,
10*, 20, 25, 30 and 35 kW models, with
dual configurations available. A perfect
blend of rugged construction and proven
technology, the HT FM transmitter
family will deliver years of top performance and value.
At the heart of every HT transmitter
is Harris' new solid-state 55 watt FM exciter,

THE-1". With two selectable RF power
outputs, alow-profile slide-out design,
ultra-linear voltage controlled oscillator
and full stand-alone capability, THE-1
provides asuper- clean signal, maximum
reliability and minimum maintenance.
For enhanced signal performance
and low synchronous AM noise, HT
transmitters use ahigh-efficiency single
tube in astandard quarter-wave cavity.
Other on-air features include RF Emergency Bypass or FlexPatch', automatic
VSWR foldback, automatic power control and convenient diagnostic systems.
Circle Reader Service 27 on Page 32

For complete information on Harris HT
FM Transmitters, write: Harris Radio
Sales, P.O. Box 4290, Quincy, IL
62305-4290, or phone TOLL FREE:
1-800-4-HARRIS
Extension 3018
*Available in three or single phase models.
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Corky Culver's Big Opportunity
Our Diminutive Engineering Apprentice Learns
About Cart Machines and Discovers Girls
by Peter Hunn
Fulton NY ... One of the first radio stations to take delivery of atape cartridge
machine was afriendly little 250 watter
nestled in the rolling hills of one of our
most beautiful states.
The station owner, Mr. Myers, didn't
necessarily order the revolutionary unit
at the request of his program director (actually, the PD had never even heard of
acart machine).
Rather, the broadcaster purchased the
novel gear in order to make a point to
Corky Culver, his youthful technical protege, aquiet tenth grader dubbed, 'Parttime Assistant Chief Engineer.'
A few days earlier, Corky had impulsively tied an old Q-Multipfter into the
broadcast audio chain.
Although not completely sure of its
function, he excitedly explaincd to Mr.
Myers that, when set to '4," the gizmo
would probably boost the station's output to a full 1kW!
"Whoa, Corky my boy," calmed the

vous around girls. Iwouldn't know what
to say."
Corky and the Girl Scouts
Mr. Myers smiled, remembering his
own adolescence. "Son, is there one girl
scout in particular who you wouldn't
want to know that you get alittle jittery
around the fairer gender?"
Corky, gulped, looked at the floor and
nodded.
"I understand my boy. So, why don't

Iact as official tour guide. You can study
up on the new cart machine owner's
manual in the engineering room!'
Through asmall pane of studio glass,
the whole greenclad troop watched
with interest as the afternoon DJ played
their favorite record, made mention of
the girls' visit, and began that EBS test.
Seconds later, the small hallway
speaker revealed a troublesome, slowing, wobbly, wowing sound of the failing EBS test tape cartridge. The audio
died just as the tone was starting.
Corky, hiding by the Gates BC-250-GY
transmitter, caught the entire swan song

on agreen, fivetube, Arvin radio resting on the workbench.
Corky's solution
Seeing agreat opportunity for his protege, Mr. Myers said assuredly, "Don't
worry about this touch of technical difficulty, little ladies, my able assistant can
come to the rescue and fix that balky cartridge!'
The gentleman stepped into the engineering room and whispered, "Now's
your big chance to impress your special
someone!'
Corky stood motionless for asecond.
But awink from his boss quickly caused
the fear in his face to change into dogged
(continued on page 27)

The gentleman
. . . whispered,
"Now's your big
chance to impress
your special
someone."
station owner, "Idon't think that'll work.
Besides," he noted while pointing to a
tiny American flag standing on his modest desk, "the Commission wouldn't take
too kindly to us just helpin' ourselves to
an instant power increase. Son, there's
alot of radio that you've yet to learn."
"I guess you're right," Corky quietly
confessed, and handed Mr. Myers his
soldering iron.
Corky and the world of carts
When the tape cartridge machine arrived, teacher and student unpacked
and inspected the new-fangled device.
After studying the instruction booklet,
Mr. Myers asked Corky if he'd like to
help install it in the air studio.
"You mean you'd really trust me with
that baby?"
"Why sure, son. Ihave confidence in
you," came the station owner's fatherly
reply. "We'll hook it up during the next
network newscast!'
At five past the hour, the task was
done. Mr. Myers handed the afternoon
DJ a pre-recorded, standard EBS test
tape cartridge and allowed Corky Culver to give instructions covering the
machine's use.
"Perfect timing, my boy. Perfect timing," the broadcaster sang as he and his
young assistant left the studio. "Looks
like we got our new equipment patched
in just in time for this afternoon's Girl
Scout tour!'
"Gir
Gir
Gir ... Girl
Scouts!?" swallowed Corky Culver. "You
mean girls are coming here to the station?"
"Why, yes son, Troop 53 will be here
any minute for alook-see into the sparkling world of local broadcasting. And,
Isuspect some of the girls are about your
age."
"Oh no," Corky moaned. "Iget so ner-

The Audio Processor Classic.
And the one that endures.
I

n the arduous two-year development project

that was the unchanging, indispensable core

that produced the 8100A OPTIMOD-FM®,

of countless customized processing setups.

there was always one overriding principle:

The processor with impeccable quality and
rocksolid reliability. And the processor backed

While providing competitive loudness

up with uniquely responsive Customer Service.

where needed, the processor must have an
utterly natural, musical sound that not only

Today, OPTIMOD-FM has evolved into

attracts an audience, but holds it.

a complete system capable of serving any
processing goal, and of fitting into any STL

Processing artifacts that cause listener fatigue

environment, thanks to OPTIMOD-FM's

and tuneouts were simply unacceptable.

accessories. While other processors have come

Loudness at the expense of good sound

and gone, OPTIMOD-FM's audio quality has

is never worth the price. (A listener can

yet to be equaled any anyone, regardless of

compensate for loudness by simply adjusting

their bells, whistles, or flashing lights. It's the

the volume control. But there is nothing the

right choice for any station — because it's the

listener can do to make a dirty signal sound

one processor that you won't throw away.

clean again, except change to another station!)

OPTIMOD-FM 8100A/1. The Audio

The development project resulted in a

Processor Classic. The one that endures.

classic. The most popular FM processor ever.
The processor that helped build audience and

Call your Orban Broadcast Dealer for our

ratings for thousands of stations. The processor

new OPTIMOD-FM brochure, or call us direct.

otbon

Orban Associates Inc.
645 Bryant Street, San Francisco, CA 94107 USA
Telex 17-1480

FAX (415) 957-1070

Telephone (415) 957-1067 or (800) 227-4498
OPTDIOD-Ell is a registered trademark of Orhan Associates Inc.
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"Sounds great!"
/"Less fiddling!"

THE DENON DN-950F CD CART PLAYER

Chief Engineers and Program Directors . .

•

Chief Engineers and Program Directors alike can appreciate the considerable advantages of Denon's CD Cart Player®. It delivers the total clarity of CD sound, plus the total
convenience of the cart format. All in a reliable, compact machine that's perfect for
your busy on-air studio.
Once your valuable CDs are in Denon's
specially- developed carts, nothing
touches them except the DN-950F's laser
beam. And there's no fumbling with jewel
cases, fidgeting while waiting for doors to
open or close, or trying to find cue points.
Can playing CDs really be this easy? Ask
any DJ who's used one: Hundreds of CD
Cart Players are already on the air.

sound. And built to keep on delivering it,
with a heavy-duty transport that's more
like a computer disk drive than a consumer CD player. The field- proven, rugged, dependable Denon DN-950F CD Cart
Player. Exclusively from Allied, and just a
toll-free phone call away. It's everything
you always wanted in aCD player — and
less hassle.

The DN-950F is designed to help you stand
out on the dial with first-generation CD

DENON

ATLANTA, GA

LOS ANGELES, CA

CHICAGO, IL

ONLY FROM

DALLAS, TX

1-800-622-0022
CANADA 416-731-3697

RICHMOND, IN

ALLIED

Broadcast Equipment
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Call Letters from Bygone Days
(continued from page 18)
to sell radios. When one of the radio
salesmen got a hot prospect he would
call up the station, tell us to go on the
air and put on acouple of records so the
prospect could hear the music. We were
owned by the local distributor of one of
the less popular brands of receivers at
that time."
In addition to GE, other owners were
Earle C. Anthony; KFI, the Packard Distributor; Warner Brothers Pictures had
KFWB; KHI by the Los Angeles Times;
the Los Angeles Evening Express owned
KNX and KFRC was owned by Don Lee,
California distributor for Cadillac Motor
Co.
The original KPO was owned by a
combination of Hale Brothers (a large
department store in San Francisco) and
the San Francisco Chronicle.
Dr. Bob
Locally. Iremember the station that Dr.
Bob Shuler was on. The station, KGEF
(1000 W 580 kC) was owned by Trinity
Methodist Church.
We lived next door to agentleman who
was hard of hearing, but wanted to hear
Dr. Bob every evening.
The gentleman had to turn the volume
up so loud that we could hear the "message" very clearly next door. Loud
enough to cover Amos and Andy unless we raised the volume enough to
make listening on the uncomfortable
side.
The flat top antenna for KGEF was in
the side yard of the church at—Ithink—
Eighth and Hope Streets in Los Angeles.
We were almost close enough to hear
Dr. Bob in person on aquiet night. We
were living just south of Jefferson between the USC campus and McClintock.
Another station of the era owned by
areligious organization was KTB1, Bible

Corky's Test
(continued from page 25)
determination.
In no time, Corky nervously made his
way past the female crowd, through the
studio door and up to the master control board.
Instantly forgetting everything he had
recently learned about cart repair,
the young technician felt there was
but a single avenue leading to a solution. Everything now depended solely on
him!
The curious Girl Scouts saw Corky
glance carefully at the studio clock and
flip open the mic switch.
The sudden scent of cherry tobacco
filled the hallway as Mr. Myers took a
deep, involuntary puff on his pipe.
Corky Culver took a deep breath,
leaned toward the RCA microphone ...
And, for exactly sixty seconds said,
"BEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEP!"
Peter Hunn recently acquired adark daytimer in the suburban Syracuse, NY market.
Although the station looked like Corky Culver might have been in charge, the nondirectional facility was restored with the help of
a bona fide broadcast engineer, and began
pouring out its trusty kilowatt this past summer.
Hunn is also the author of anew TAB book
about FM construction/operation, and is an
applicant for anew FM in the Wilkes Barre,
PA area.

The original KPO was owned by a
combination of Hale Brothers (a large
department store in San Francisco) and
the San Francisco Chronicle.
Institute of Los Angeles.
Not to be outdone or out-hustled by
the Los Angeles Times and the Los Angeles Evening Express, the Pasadena
Star News owned KSPN. The station
was on 950 kilocycles with 1000 Watts of
power.
Wonder if anyone has any history on
some of the long forgotten stations?

KFON in Long Beach became KFOX
under Hal Nichols. and is now KFRN for
Family Radio Network.
Had the pleasure of meeting Hal
Nichols in 1952 about the time he sold
the station. A very interesting gentleman. His personal trade mark was avery
tame cat that used to lay near the microphone and purr very loudly.

Iwonder if some of the older listeners
wanted to hear the cat rather than the
program of music out of the early 1900
time period.
Roy Trumbull of SBE Chapter 40 has
been doing research on the changes of
call signs in the San Francisco area over
the past many years.
Will ask Roy for permission to use
some of his material in future issues. As
for other parts of the United States, if
anyone has the history of acall sign and
the changes, please send the info along
so we can all enjoy the past.
George Riggins has experience in radio and
electronics dating back to the 1930s. He is
also alicensed ham operator and has had his
own broadcast sales and service company,
Rig,gins Electronic Sales, for over 20 years.
He can be reached at 213-598-7007.

Introducing

The most innovative
pair of STLs on the market

• Frequency agile

• Comprehensive metering

• Excellent selectivity

• Built-in Receiver transfer circuitry

• Switchable monaural/composite operation
• 2-year warranty, 7 day/week technical support

The PCL 6020 and 6030 Studio-Transmitter
Links blend technology and innovative design to

PCL 6020 System
The dual conversion PCL 6020 Receiver uses

provide areliable, high-performance alternative

an FM quadrature detector to provide maximum

to leased telephone lines.

fidelity. Use the PCL 6020 to replace an older

The 6000 Series STLs feature transparent
audio, excellent selectivity, built-in receiver

STL, such as the PCL-505 for a 10 dB improvement in SNR and stereo separation.

transfer circuitry, extensive front-panel metering,

PCL 6030 System

and frequency agility.
Now, you can select monaural or composite
operation from asingle system in the field.

The PCL 6030 system offers the highest
performance in hostile RF environments. The

Receiver IF bandwidth can be set in the field or

triple conversion PCL 6030 Receiver uses a

the factory for 100 to 500 kHz channel spacing.

digital pulse counting discriminator to provide
the transparent audio necessary with aggressive

PCL 6010 Transmitter

processing techniques.

The 6010 Transmitter is common to both the
6020 and 6030 systems, and uses direct modulation techniques. FM frequency modulation is
converted to final output through an up converter

All Moseley products are backed by atwoyear waranty and technical support 7 days a
week.

mixer.

Moseley
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111 Castilian Drive
Santa Barbara, CA 93117
805 968 9621
FAX 805 685 9638
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Abrams Discusses Production
(continued from page 17)
stuff. We're also finding that these rooms
can be upgraded with some neat stuff
pretty cheaply. We just did one here at
Z-Rock for acouple grand but it sounds
tremendous.
TF: Lee Michaels (then of BAMD) will be
remembered for his emotional excursions in
how to add life to the Superstars stations, including production. Do you think radio
production values have lost ground?
LA: Ithink lost focus is more it. Stations seem to be very happy with just,
"now fifteen more minutes of uninterrupted music!' ithink there's so much
more to it.
Everybody's listening in stereo, at least
most people. You can't even rent acar
without an FM stereo in it. People have
lost track of going back and forth between speakers, just creating the whole
"Theater of the Mind " effect.
Lack of skills
TF: What's your perception of the writing,
performance and production skills of today's
production people?
LA: Ithink alot of these guys either
never have experienced it or are real out
of practice, but we've got to start somewhere.
TF: How do you work on the writing?
LA: One technique is to dig back and
listen to old promos and airchecks from
the past 30 years. Get afeel for timing.

It doesn't have to be a minute long to
have impact. Old Bobby Ocean stuff and
Top 40 stuff from the 60s.
TF: What do you think is the weakest link
in today's production?
LA: Ijust think it's the people just being bored with it. They don't even think
about production anymore. It's like, "Oh
production, that's where you have to go
into the production room and dub commercials or do some promo to some time
limit on antiquated equipment."
TF: How do you train someone to be more
proficient with production?
LA: We have big orientation sessions
here ( Satellite Music Network in Dallas)
showing how things work, what they're
capable of doing, inviting them to come
in and practice.
TF: Have you any plans to get people even
more directly involved?
LA: We'll probably have to wait until
early next year, but we're planning a
production seminar where they fly in for
a two day deal.
TF: Do you think this kind of thing can
be learned or do you think it's agift?
LA: Ithink the great production guys
are kind of gifted, but you can teach and
develop agood one.
Production gear
TF: This year at Radio '88 there were three
companies in the exhibition hall showing
synthesizers and samplers. How important

"At any Touch-Tone phone, at any
time, Ican check on
my transmitter and site."

Pat Lane — WKNO Memphis, TN
"I like to be able to check on
the transmitter's power,
frequency, site environment,
and security, or even
just listen to what's
going on at the site
anywhere, any time. I
can do this using
Gentner's VRC-1000

VRC-1000 time clock to
identify the main channel each
hour.

You'll Have Total Control
With
Gentner's VRC-1000.

remote control unit.
The VRC-1000
makes unique
situations like ours
feasible. Being apublic station,
we have hours without main
channel programming. During
this time, we can automatically
start acart machine using the

Not only is it flexible, it's
simple to operate. I've never
before had so much-control.
Let the VRC-1000 do the
work for you. For complete
product information or
specifications on this remote
control unit, Irecommend you
give Gentner acall today."

Available from

NORTHEAST BROADCAST LAB, INC.
BOX 1179

P.O. BOX 565

S. GLEN FALLS, NY 12803

SOUTHAMPTON, PA 18966

PHONE: 518-793-2181

PHONE: 215-322-2227

FAX: 518-793-7423

FAX: 215-953-0523
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do you believe they and other MIDI gear are
to radio production today?
LA: Ithink it's tremendously important. Here we have aKorg DSS-1. Nobody here knows how to play keyboards,
but with asequencer you do everything
in step time, it turns out fine.
Ithink (having MIDI gear) is critical.
We have all sorts of that stuff
here ... drum machines ... half the
time we're in there making rap
records ... (laughs).
TF: I've been using aRoland MT-32 with
an Alesis MIDI recorder and aRoland Alpha
Juno 1sunthesizer on spots for the last few
months. It really makes production special.
LA: Iknow. The jocks really like the
keyboards. With the sampling keyboards
you can get just about any sound ... it's
unbelievable.
TF: There are usually one or two people
at each station who get into production. Do
you think astation's air sound could be improved if more members of the staff got involved?
LA: Ithink initially you should sort it
out just to see who's got "it" or not, with
the understanding that some people will
be the regular producers. Ithink alot of
people have "it" that have never thought
about it.
Upgrading the room
TF: Do you think there will be aneed to
rethink the way production studios are set
up? For example abig play room and asmall
dubbing room?
LA: Yes, ideally Ithink there should
be two rooms. Ican hear alot of GMs
flinching at this ... Ialso think there
should be two production directors, a
creative and acommercial.
TF: Two different people already on staff
or extra people brought in to do just that job?
LA: Ideally two specialists, if you have
the budget, but the compromise that will
most likely happèn is somebody from
the outside as the creative guy and
somebody on staff to do the dubbing.
TF: What can aGM do to upgrade production?
LA: First of all invest in the facility. The

last ten years or so every station had to
have that great morning guy; it was a
given. There were alot of fights at first.
Now it's time for people to start thinking, "We got to get agreat production
guy!"
TF: Where do you find them? Are they as
tough to find as good morning guys?
LA: Morning guys aren't that hard to
find. Originally they were. In a few
years, when production becomes
fashionable, it'll be easier, but right now
it's tough. All it takes is for acouple of
stations to get some numbers and everybody says, "Oh they got these great
numbers partly because of their production!'
Looking ahead
TF: "Theater of the Mind" was agreat
concept that came out of the Superstars
sessions— is it still valid? Has it been redefined?
LA: It's pretty much the same thing.
You should be able to listen in the headphones ... it should sound amazing.
Close your eyes and it's technicolor radio, sort of like a movie. Whenever
there's an opportunity to use production
use it to the max. Take some of the pressure off the jocks' selling by using great
promos. Taking advantage of all the opportunities.
TF: Do you have any advice for the companies that make production gear?
LA: The companies that make equipment for musicians should take alook
at the radio market. They need to create
some type of awareness. In most of the
stations Igo to the people don't know
the stuff exists or think it all costs
$50,000.
TF: What are your feelings about digital
audio and digital work stations?
LA: Ilike it. Ithink it's the wave of the
future.
Speaking of the future, Lee thinks
we're on the edge of aradio renaissance,
a period in which radio will again become magic between the records. If he
has anything to do with it I'm sure it will.
Ty Ford, audio production consultant and
voice talent can be reached at 301-889-6201
or by MCI mail #347-6635.

Tape Type is Key for
A Quality Recording
by Steve Keating, CE
KTWV-FM
Hollywood CA ... The performance
levels of today's "consumer"-grade analog audio cassette tape decks have exceeded those of "professional"-grade
open reel units designed and produced
amere half-decade ago. With this realization has come the universal acceptance
and usage of cassettes as ahigh quality,
cost efficient means of transcribing voice
and music information.
Although seldom used as a direct
broadcast program source, audio cassette decks bearing the "pro" designation
(either by price and/or performance and
features) have found widespread application in the recording of on-location
news events and interviews outside the
radio or television studio.
They have also served to efficiently
convey spec of demo commercials to
potential advertising clients. At some radio stations, standard audio cassette

tapes and decks have been used to form
an automation system.
The ultimate performance of any grade
of cassette deck relies heavily on the tape
used in it. There are various types of cassette tape formulations currently available.
Tape types
Today's cassette tape marked "chrome
bias," or "Cr0 2 bias" seldom contains
any appreciable amount of the base
metal after which it was named.
In reality, there are three types of standard audio cassette tape formulations.
The International ElectroTechnical
Commission based in Switzerland (affiliated with the Electronic Industries Association) established the standards for
audio cassette recording over adecade
ago.
Generally speaking, most of those
same standards are still adhered to today by both deck and tape manufac(continued on page 31)

It's withstood nineteen years of raps,
bops, swings and hits.

Reliability. It's what ITC audio cartridge machines are all about,
even after years of pounding and playing. In fact, you'll find many of our
original models still in use today. Like this one from KOMA-AM radio
in Oklahoma City.
The reason is ITC cartridge machines have always been engineered to withstand heavy-duty use day in and day out. That includes
today's latest models. It's reliability like this which has made ITC the
undisputed leader in cartridge machines around the world.
And our reputation doesn't just end there. Engineers tell us ITC
also offers the undeniably best support in the business. With toll-free
technical consultations. Fast turn around on repairs and replacement
parts. And our 2-year warranty on factory labor and all parts, including
motors, heads and solenoids.
No wonder, then, more stations buy ITC machines than any other
brand. And keep coming back for more.
There's an ITC cartridge machine for every need. Including the
99B Master Recorder with the patented ELSA cartridge preparation
system. The DELTA Series, the most popular cartridge machine in the
last five years. And the economical OMEGA Series offering affordable
performance.
To find out more, call International Tapetronics, 3M Broadcasting
and Related Products Department toll-free at 1-800-447-0414. (In Illinois
and Alaska, call collect, 309-828-1381.)
Tell them you heard about it from areliable source.

(1988 3M Company
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Kidd'

JAMPRO FM ANTENNAS
All power and gains available. Your antenna is tuned on
a tower structure similar to yours for best performance
results!

COMMUN IC
"

TECHNICS TURNTABLES AND
COMPACT DISC PLAYERS NOW IN STOCK!
We doubled cur volume with TECHNICS in 1987
Now we are receiving larger allocations
to serve you better.
All Technics Turntable
Models available for immediate delivery, call for competitive prices.
SLP -1300 Compact Disc
Players on order! Call Tocay to Reserve Yours!

Deicers and radomes available
QUARTZ SYNTHESIZER
CONTROLLED DIRECT DRIVE
TURNTABLE
SP- 25

AUDIOPAK
BRpADCASTERS FAVORITE CARTRIDGE
TTC/Wilkinson Model X FM Exciter $ 5,395.00
Available for Demo.

A-2

AA-4

A;í Factory Wound

20
40
70
100

Second
Second
Second
Second

A-2

AA-4

3.40

4.85

2.5
3.5
4.5

Minute
Minute
Minute

3.75

5.35

5.5
7.5
10.5

Minute
Minute
Minute

4.25

6.45

STILL THE BEST

ORBAN AM OPTIMOD

Call for the right model to suit your present requirements.
All models upgradeable.

Attention LPTV Permit Holders!
Now is the time or order your transmitting eqwpment for your new

-Call

Today! Ask for Chris Kidd

916-961-6411

TV facility.. . KIDD COMMUNICATIONS is the knowledgeable
dealer in the Low Power TV that can help you build it right the
first time. We offer package discounts on transmitter/antenna/transmission line. Hurry, place your order with us today so we
can assure you a prompt delivery.
—
XL 1000U 1000 Watt

8:30 AM to 5:30 PM Pacific Daylight Time

USED EQUIPMENT WANTED

XL 100U

Late Model AM Tranmsitters:
2 needea. one 5 kW. one 10 kW: 3 or 5 kW FM Needed.

100 Watt

Inventory and USED EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
Ampex Model 350 Reel
Ampex Reel Duplicating System
UMC Splice Finder/Eraser New ( 3)
ITC FB 1 Phone Interface New, list $ 160.00 .
Studer-Revox PR-99MK2 new, one only at
Orban 464A, Co-Operator special sale price

$350.00
$2,000.00
550.00 ea
. 75.00 ea
$ 1.995.00
795.00

Additional used studio equipment to arrive soon. Cart machines, digital
delay, console, remote control, pre- amps, turntables etc. Call for details.
At the above prices, terms are full payment with order plus UPS charges.

BOGNER Slot array
Antennas

TELEVISION TECHNOLOGY
UHF Transmitters

Higher prices are available for open account terms.

4096 Bridge Street, Suite 4 •

Fair Oaks, California 95628
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Circuit Analysis Ends Site Visits
by Jerry Westburg
Quincy Il ... Before the use of circuit
analysis programs and the microcomputer it was very difficult to tell if an AM
station was performing to its maximum
capability.
Today there are tower modeling and
circuit analysis programs available that
can analyze aphasing and matching system.
By analyzing the phasing system with
a computer a costly site visit may be
avoided. This was the case for KHEY a
10 kW DA2 in El Paso, Texas.
Herb Rand, CE of KHEY, was concerned about the bandwidth of his four
tower DA2AM antenna system. KHEY
was planning on broadcasting a stereo
signal so Herb wanted his directional
system in topnotch shape.
Herb organized the data needed for
the analysis of his system. These data included the common point impedance
sweeps for the day and night modes, array parameters and phasing system information.
An analysis was done on the KHEY
system to determine if the system was
performing to its maximum capability. To
analyze the phasing system it was necessary to model the antenna array and organize the phasing system topology.
This information was then read into a
circuit analysis program. By comparing

the measured common point sweep, the
array parameters and the results of the
circuit analysis program it can be determined if a system is performing as expected.
In the case of KHEY the expected sideband impedances had significantly lower

It was found that the day and night
common point networks both contained
a high Q circuit.
Figure 1 shows a network similar to
the common point networks found in
KHEY's day and night mode phasing
system. Li, L2, L3 and Cl make up a

VSWRs then the measured common
point impedance sweep.
The phasing system was then
scrutinized in the hope of finding anetwork that was causing the discrepancy
between the measured and the expected
common point impedance sweeps.

—90 degree tee network.
L4 and C2 match the bus point impedance of 10+j20 ohms to 50 ohms. L4
and C2 are storing much energy while
making this impedance transformation.
The additional stored energy was reducing the bandwidth of the system.

Making the Proper Choice of Tape
(continued from page 28)
turers worldwide.
A few select companies offer cassette
alignment tapes conforming to the standards defined by the Swiss Commission.
These serve as the benchmark reference for measuring playback characteristics of acassette deck and ultimately, the
mechanical playback and record head
azimuth setting, as well as the electrical
settings of the record and playback circuitry.
Other than cassette deck manufacturers, only professional users such as

RAC Report
(continued from page 2)
vide no service when silent and only a
marginal quality of broadcast service
during periods of operation, they contribute to calculated interference received
by other, viable stations!'
The tightening of the rules (which
would not apply in cases of severe technical difficulty, natural disaster or death
of the principal owner/operator) might
"cumulatively reduce interference and
result in anet gain in valuable service,"
the report added.
If the former licensee or another owner
wants to reinstate service at alater time,
they would be required to do so as an applicant for a new station subject to the
recommended technical rule changes.
The report noted that most of its comments were aimed at the existing AM
band: "The expanded band does not
present the complexity of 5000 stations
and existing service available to the public resulting from the Commission's rules
and technical standards which have
evolved over a50-year period," it said.
For more information, contact Wally
Johnson at 202-824-5660.

recording studios, broadcast stations and
repair shops employ the use of laboratory standard alignment tapes in measuring and setting cassette equipment
performance characteristics.
Normal bias
Type Ior "normal bias" tape content
is principally composed of gamma ferric oxide; Type H "chrome bias" tapes are
composed primarily of cobalt-duped
gamma ferric oxide; and Type IV "metal"
tape formulations are made using fine
metal particles rather than metal oxide
particles.
Type IV tapes exhibit amagnetic coercivity level capable of yielding premium
performance beyond Type Iand II tapes.
They are capable of greater recorded signal bandwidth response and amplitude
range available before tape saturation occurs.
One disadvantage in the use of Type
IV tape is the necessity that the recording deck provide a higher record bias
level than that needed by Type Ior Type
II. A stronger magnetic field is also required to adequately erase pre-recorded
Type IV tapes.
If you're curious about what happened
to Type III tape, aferric chrome composition, it enjoyed abrief existence in the
late 1970s. It quickly disappeared when
"metal" tapes emerged and exceeded
Type III tape's performance capabilities—at virtually the same cost.
Chrome bias
In the majority of both pro user and
consumer applications the most popular
audio cassette tape type is the Type II or
"chrome bias" tape. It is almost universally accommodated by all cassette decks
manufactured in the past five years.
What effect these three generic cassette
tape types and deck provisions designed

to accommodate them represents to the
broad spectrum of end users is the necessity of matching the pre-recorded or
blank cassette tape type with the proper
control settings available on the recording and playback equipment.
Two principal factors may affect the
performance of any cassette tape system.
In both record and playback modes,
selection of the correct equalization setting is important to the accurate
reproduction of the recorded program's
spectral range.
In the record mode, selection of both
the record equalization and bias settings
appropriate for the type of tape being
used will significantly affect the recorded
and reproduced frequency response, dynamic range and distortion levels.

The parallel resistance and reactance
of the bus point impedance are 50 and
25 ohms respectively. Figure 2shows a
circuit with aQ of 2.
If the capacitor in this circuit is
replaced by an inductor and capacitor in
series as shown in Figure 3, the Q of this
circuit is given by Q, 1/(1—F2).
The Q, is the Q of the circuit in Figure
2where no series inductor and capaci-

tor is used. F is the ratio of the carrier
frequency to the frequency at which the
inductor and capacitor are resonant. ( F
is always taken to be smaller than 1, so
the larger of these two frequencies is always in the denominator.)
In this case the inductor and capacitor resonate at about .754 MHz. Fcalculates to be . 915 and 11(1-F2)is 6.14. This
means the stored energy in the circuit of
Figure 3is 6.14 times the stored energy
in the circuit of Figure 2.
To solve KHEY's situation it was only
necessary to make the common point
network look more like Figure 2. With
the addition of a few capacitors, system bandwidth was improved dramatically.
The day mode 10 kHz sideband
VSWRs were reduced from 1.81:1 to
1.25:1. The night mode 10 kHz sideband
VSWRs were reduced from 1.66:1 to
1.08:1. With the sideband VSWRs
reduced the bandwidth potential and
sound quality was greatly increased.
Jerry M. Westburg is associated with Klein
Engineering in Phoenix and Labarre and Associates in Montreal, Canada. He can be
reached at 217-223-5744.

Let us design asystem for your facility using our
building block system: Stati-Cat
(SC-1), Crow's Nest (CN-1)
and Stati-Kitty (SC- 3). No
if
charge for design.
CA:felitenate

1%1 tittle°

GOSI

Pella

el

Through the use of sharp, stainless steel points, the Stati-Cat System
provides acontinuous low-resistance discharge path for the static electric
charge found on all tall structures. Designed for long life, dissipation points
are 1/8" type 304 stainless rod machine ground to needle sharpness. They
won't bend from ice and severe weather.
Write for afree brochure.
Also available from Cortana:
Folded Unipole Antenna Kits
Ground Radial Wire Detectors
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4001 LaPlata Highway
Farmington, NM 87401
(505) 325-5336
Corporation
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Radio World Marketplace
If your

company has anew

product you wish us to consider in Radio World Marketplace, please send a press release and black
Radio World Marketplace, P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041

Audio distribution system
McCurdy Radio Industries' ADS-800 is a
modular audio distribution system. The system
features 12 distribution amplifiers, each with six
actively balanced outputs and one direct output for split expansion capability.
The direct output can be used as acue/headphone amplifier.
Dual redundant switchmode power supply
modules are also featured, and aVCA option
is available for remote gain capability.
For information, call Omar Fattah at
McCurdy: 416-751-6262 or circle Reader Service 53.

Cable and wire accessories
A new line of broadcast wire, cable and accessory products have been introduced by Alpha Wire. A plenumrated line of coaxial cable
passes the UL VW-1flame test and can be used
without conduit.
For information contact Patricia Donegan 24
Alpha Wire: 201-925-8000 or circle Reader Sen ice 51.
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FREE Subscription/Renewal Form
Radio World
YES
7_ NO
Date

Iwould like to receive or continue receiving

FREE each month.
Signature

Please print and include all information:

Name

Title

Company/Station
Address
City
Business Telephone (

State

ZIP

Please circle only one entry for each category:
I. Type of Firm
A. Commercial AM station
F. Recording studio
B. Commercial FM station
G. TV staton/teleprod facility
C. Educational FM station
H. Consultantfind engineer
D. Combination AM/FM station
I. Mfg, distributor or dealer
E. Network/group owner
J. Other
II. Job Function
A. Ownership
D. Programming/production
B. General management
E. News operations
C. Engineering
F. Other (specify)
ill. Purchasing Authority
1. Recommend
2. Specify
3. Approve

ilk
Switchless combiner
Micro Communications Inc. has designed a
new VHF switchless combiner.
The unit can combine and/or switch two
transmitter inputs to one or both of the combiner outputs. The switching operation is done
under full power without interruption of programming.
The positions of MCI's combiner are factory
preset. A microprocessor controller with
momentary push-button user contacts and full
status interlocks controls the single motor drive
and allows for remote switching.
For information contact Jennie Allen at MCI:
603-6244351 or circle Reader Service 52.

Compact disc storage
Allied Broadcast Equipment announces anew
series of compact disc storage units. Frames are
structured in natural oak and dividers are tempered fiber board.
The units permit removal of the horizontal
shelves to accommodate multi-disc jewel cases.
For information call your regional Allied
Broadcast Equipment representative.

Subscription/Reader Service Forms
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Please first fill out contact information at
left. Then check each advertisement for
corresponding number and circle below.
NOTE: Circle no more than 10 numbers,
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950 MHz tuner
The new Johnson Electronics TU9950 MHz
tuner features acrystal oven for frequency stability and aGAS-FET front end to improve sensitivity and reduce noise.
The TU9 uses helical resonators for additional immunity against unwanted signals. The
unit is also interchangeable with the Johnson
SCA/880A board for simple conversion.
Johnson's TU 9 tuner operates in the frequency range of 950-960 MHz, with a 5 kHz
deviation and asensitivity of 4AV. The tuner
has 70 dB adjacent channel selectivity and
power requirements of 115 VAC/50-60 Hz.
For more information contact Robert Peters at
Johnson: 407-6774030 or circle Reader Service
57.

1111111

r

Near field monitors
The new Fostex line of near field reference
monitors are point source, coaxial speakers,
designed so that all sound reaches the ears at
the same time. The monitors are designed to
operate within three to four feet of the listener.
For further information contact Bud Johnson
at Fostex: 213-921-1112 or circle Reader Service
59.

and white photograph to
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100

Sales Call Service
Please have a salesperson contad me
about these items ( list numbers):

Clip & Mail to: Radio World, PO Box 1214, Falls Church VA 22041

LPB low power AM
transmitters are the answer for any daytime
broadcaster with a low
power authorization, or
the need for a backup
Ask any user.
Cost Effective
Satisfaction
Guaranteed
One Year Warranty
" Leasing Available
• Direct From Factory
Only
• 10 Day Typical
Delivery

•
AM30P
2 to 30 watts TPO
$825.00

r
...

AM-60P
10 to 60 watts TPO
$1,995.00

For information on how
LPB can put a
transmitter to work for you
call JOHN TIEDECK today

LPB

AM100P
25 to 100 watts TPO
$3495.00

LPB Inc.
28 Bacton Hill Road, Frazer,
(215) 644-1123

II

PA 19355
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FM-30A Rates High at WKSZ
by Couglas W. Fearn, CE
WKSZ-FM
Media PA ... After almost six years of
24-hour aday service, we decided to retire our Broadcast Electronics FM-30 30
kW FM transmitter to auxiliary status
and install anew transmitter. This would
give us full-power back-up capability,
something we never had before.
In almost 50,000 hours of operation the
old FM-30 had only failed three times:
adefective circuit breaker was discovered
in the first days, afilament/high voltage
interlock relay developed an open coil after afew years; and afilament contactor
failed.
A couple of times a 4CX20000A PA
tube suffered acatastrophic failure without warning. But otherwise the transmitter had a perfect reliability record.
BE remains choice
Although there are several other fine
transmitters available in this power
range, Ifelt the BE was our best choice,
particularly if some of the spare parts
were interchangeable between the old
and new FM30s.
The order was placed and the transmitter was delivered aweek before our
deadline. Fortunately the new room at
our transmitter building was ready and
the delivery took place smoothly.
The transmitter arrived in good condition except for one broken 200 watt
bleeder resistor in the high voltage supply. There are several of these resistors,
which are mounted by their lugs on
standoff insulators and this is the second

FM30A Ihave installed that arrived with
abroken resistor.
If the installer is not familiar with the
layout of the power supply, it is difficult
to spot the missing resistor. Fortunately
acall to BE resulted in two new resistors
arriving the next morning.

rUser

Installation
Installation went
smoothly. The instructions are clear
and accurate—plus
this is the fourth BE transmitter Ihave
installed, so Iknew what to expect.
Turning on anew transmitter is always
an adventure. There is almost always
something you forgot, or something broken or something so far out of tune that
the overload trips. But the FM30A came
on perfectly.
In fact, after the last bolt was tightened
on the installation, it took only fifteen
minutes to get it up and running at full
power into the dummy load. The meter

At our power level it
takes about five
seconds for the screen
voltage and output to
reach 100%.
readings were very close to the factory
check-out sheet.
After a few hours into the dummy
load, we felt it was ready
to put on the air. On aSunday night at

If you are one of the many FM broadcasters who would like to know if installation of one of the proven, new boosters or Synchronous Repeaters Systems could
really give you abigger audience and higher revenues, there are some things you
need to know.
A booster must be designed especially for your station. It's like building
acustom puzzle piece for your station's coverage pattern.

2. The booster solution is not for everyone. While boosters provide dramatic
improvement for many stations, some coverage problems dictate other solutions. Expert advice is required in making this determination.
3 True phase-locking at carrier frequency, careful antenna design and appropriate use of power are all tools which are needed to create the most
successful system for aparticular station.
OMEGA INTERNATIONAL has the expertise to help you decide if a booster
can help your station, the experience to custom design asystem best suited to
your specific needs, and the ability to get you on the air quickly and efficiently
with a properly designed system.
Here ale afew more facts: OMEGA INTERNATIONAL offers the only true carrier
frequency phaselocked system; only the OMEGA system is compatible with any
FM transmission equipment; and only OMEGA offers awide choice of relay points.
allowing flexible and cost-effective design.
We've done it for others, why not for you?
Call us. Let's talk about your coverage problem.
Call the Original.. . Call the Leader.
OMEGA INTERNATIONAL
2691 Richter Ave., Suite 116, Irvine, CA 92714 USA
(714) 553-0564 Telex: 678641 Corp HO
Circle

Put to the test
We then did complete audio proof of
performance measurements

Report

THINKING BOOSTER?

1.

midnight Iwent out to the site, turned
off the old FM-30, swung the coaxial
switch to the FM-30A, turned on the new
transmitter and tuned it into the antenna.

Reader Service 28 on Page 32

on both the new and
old transmitters and
both passed with
plenty of margin.
Some crude measurements of incidental
amplitude modulation demonstrated
very good performance from both
transmitters.
That was three
months ago and since
that time the FM-30A
has continued to
work and sound great. The only problem occurred during asevere thunderstorm in August. A direct lightning hit
to the power line, or possibly apower
line cross, sent ahuge overvoltage into
our transmitter building.
The station
as off the air for 55
minutes. Both our main and back-up remote controls were severely damaged
and when Itried to put the FM-30A back
on from the site, the lights dimmed in
the building when Ihit the high voltage
switch.
This lasted only a second before the
main 200 amp three-phase circuit
breaker tripped. Then Itried the old FM30 but its controller was damaged by the
surge.
Problem solving
My first thought was that the PA tube
had shorted, so Iput in the spare. That
didn't cure the problem, so Istarted
looking into the HV power supply. There
are eight main rectifier stacks, each with
18 diodes. On one stack, all 18 diodes
were shorted.
We didn't have aspare, so Iborrowed
one from the olher transmitter. Unfortunately, they are slightly different in size
(the old ones are bigger) so it took some
crude rigging with tie wraps to get the
borrowed stack in place.
But it worked. BE sent anew rectifier
assembly that afternoon and we had it
in the next day. The FM30 problem was
just ablown fuse.
Although superficially similar, the
FM-30 and FM30A are quite different
transmitters. Both use the FX-30 exciter, and the controllers use the same
board, but the automatic power control is completely different and the
IPA section uses three modular amplifiers instead of five.
The PA section and the HV power sup-

ply look almost identical, except for the
minor differences in the Hy rectifier
stacks. The circuit breaker arrangement
is different, as is the front panel control
section. Ibelieve all the changes are improvements.
Special features
One feature Iparticularly like on both
transmitters is the
step-start and softstart feature. When
the transmitter is
turned off the controller automatically
cranks the PA screen
voltage down to
minimum. When
the transmitter is
turned on, aresistor
in series with the
plate transformer
limits the inrush
current for afraction
of asecond.
At our power level
it takes about five
seconds for the screen voltage and output to reach 100%. This prolongs component life and helps prevent damage in
case something is wrong when the transmitter is fired up.
The automatic power control adjusts
PA screen voltage through a motordriven auto-transformer. It maintains the
output within 1% (on the power output
meter) even when the primary voltage
varies more than + 10%.
It is not unusual to see an operating
log with "100%" written in 12 times in
the "Power Out" column, even though
the plate voltage and current may vary
significantly.
Controller memory
The controller remembers what was
happening at the time of apower failure
(continued on page 38)
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TTC Improves WRTI's Coverage
by Mark Humphrey, Asst. GM/CE
WRTI-FM
Philadelphia PA ... WRTI, Temple
University's public radio station, has a
unique role as the region's only full-time
jazz service. One of our objectives is to
provide aquality signal to as many area
residents as possible.
Several years ago, we decided to establish non-commercial FM translator stations in Reading and Allentown, PA to
remedy coverage problems in those communities.
After evaluating the offerings of various manufacturers we purchased two
TTC Model XL10 FM translators. We
have been quite pleased with the design and performance of this equipment.

minimize overload and intermodulation
problems. There are two five pole Bessel LC filters in the IF stage for excellent
selectivity.
TTC also offers a special high selectivity option at no extra charge, which
provides 70 dB adjacent channel selec-

donor announcements once an hour
as permitted by the current FCC rules.
The timer can also be triggered by a
built-in tone decoder which will detect tone bursts sent by the primary
station.
The XLFM series can be ordered with

. . . we have found our translators
to be good investments as they
have increased listener support
from the communities
they serve.

1— User
-Report-

single or dual power amplifiers rated at
one or 10 W output. A choice of 50 or
75 ohm load impedance is offered.
Modular construction is employed, so it
is no problem to add asecond PA module in the field.
The PA stage has plenty of reserve
power and will operate into a load
VSWR up to 3:1 without shutting down.
Output power is very stable; we have
never seen it vary more than two percent
from its normal level.

crosstalk problems
from our SCA into the
main channel. However, crosstalk from
main channel to SCA
is noticeably degraded
with this option.
Another unique feature of the XLFM series
is aphase-locked loop
TTC's XLFM series are the backbone of WRTI's
upconverter stage. This
translator stations.
design
eliminates
breaker and MOV on the primary side
problems with spurious signals which
might be encountered with heterodyne
of the transformer and by a fuse and
upconversion. It also pro-:des asimple
thermal switch in the DC regulator. An
SCR is also included to provide overvoland clever method of local modulation.
tage protection in case the regulator pass
Modulator option
transistor shorts.
The "front end" uses an FET cascode
The modulator option includes atimer
RF amplifier and FET balanced mixer to
which will start a cart player for local

Monitors
TIC has provided ample monitoring
provisions on these translators. An RF
monitor port supplies a sample of the
IPA output to facilitate carrier frequency
measurements. A stereo headphone amplifier is also included to permit audio
monitoring.
A multimeter permits checks of power
supply voltages, VCO voltage, input signal level, FM deviation and IPA output
level. A separate meter monitors PA forward and reflected power.
Both of our translators have proven
to be very reliable. One of our units
failed when lightning destroyed the
protective MOV in the power supply.
However, this tripped the circuit breaker
and prevented any further damage to
other components. Since then, we have

A host of features
Several features of the XLFM series are
noteworthy. A ferroresonant transformer is employed in the power supply
to assure stable operation under varying
line voltage conditions.
This stage is protected by a circuit

e

ffr.

tivity, according to published specifications. We chose to order this option to
prevent interference from first adjacent
stations near our two translator sites and
Ihave noticed that it performs very well.
The increase in distortion resulting
from the narrow bandwidth is imperceptible, and we have not observed any

•

I

MODEL SCG-10 SUBCARRIER GENERATOR
MODEL SCD-10 SUBCARRIER DEMODULATOR

MÁRT1

installed an external surge arrestor on
the power line.
The instruction manual supplied
with the XLFM series is written well
and includes comprehensive test procedures and instructions for rechanneling. The quality of construction is
very high and circuit design is wellconceived.
As a member-supported station, we
have found our translators to be good investments as they have increased listener
support from the communities they
serve.
Editor's note: Mark Humphrey is SBEcertified and began his broadcasting career in
high school, where he started an FM station.
He may be reached at: 215-787-8405.
For more information on TIt's XLFM series, contact Bill Kitchen at TIC: 303665-8000.

A II /1191e10111
ANTENNAS

INC.

Puts
your signal
in it's place!
If you need a quality
antenna, you need:
JAMPRO ANTENNAS, INC.
The really experienced one
for over 30 years.

JAHD CP
Arrowhead
Screen Dipole

JSDP CP Spiral
Broadband Antenna

MODEL SCG-10 SUBCARRIER GENERATOR
$695.00
The Marti Model SCG-10 Subcarrier Generator is designed to
operate in SCA service with an FM broadcast transmitter or with
aModel SCD-10 Subcarrier Demodulator, to form asubcarrier link
on amicrowave (
SU) system. Audio processing options include
selectable pre-emphasis of zero, 75, 150 or 225 microseconds. Low pass audio filters of 3kHz, 5kHz or 75 kHz are available.
For subcarrier link systems using the SCD-10, acompander encode board plugs into the generator and adecode board into the
demodulator to adapt the system to audio companding.
•

MODEL SCD-10 SUBCARR1ER DEMODULATOR
$695.00
The Model SCD-10 Subcarrier Demodulator is designed for use
with Model SCG-10 Subcarrier Generator to provide ahigh quality
subcarrier channel on amicrowave link (SU) or FM station. The
SCD-10 may be specified for operation on astandard subcarrier
frequency used in FM broadcasting. The subcarrier input to this demodulator should be from ahigh quality FM receiver having
adequate IF bandwidth with group delay characteristics sufficient for subcarrier work. The Marti R-10 Receiver with 200 kHz phase
linear IF filter is excellent in this respect.
Audio processing options include selectable de-emphasis of zero, 75, 150 or 225 microseconds. Low pass audio filters of 3kHz,
5kHz or 7.5 kHz are available. For subcarrier link systems using the SCG-10, acompander decode board plugs into the demodulator and an encode board into the generator to adapt the system to audio companding.

MÁRTI

JBBP FM Antenna
Balanced Excitation
JAMPRO is the world leader in
custom-designed, directional,
CP antennas.
•With over 1600 of our penetrators
delivered, more stations have
penetrated their market.
•Our custom-made directional antennas
are operating world wide.
•Full-scale antenna measurements on
JAMPRO's all-year, all-weather
test range.

•We custom-make tower structures to
duplicate your's, for optimum results.
•Ask about JAMPRO's low-power
educational packages.
Give us your requirements and see
how fast we produce

JAMPRO Antennas, Inc.
The performance- value leader in Broadcast Equipment.
Marti Electronics, Inc., P.O. Box 661, Cleburne, Texas 76031-0661
(817) 645-9163 Telex #794835 -Marti CLBN" FAX (817) 641-3869
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6939 Power Inn Road
Sacramento, CA 95828
(916) 383-1177 • Telex: 377321
FAX ( 916) 383-1182
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Price, Stability Lead
WDBI to FMQ-3500
by Don Backus, GM/CE
WDBI-FM
Tawas City MI ... There's no worse
time to install an FM transmitter and antenna than in the dead of winter. So nat-

rUser

plied kits.
The FMQ-3500 uses a3C_X3000A7 tube
warrantied by QEI for 15,000 hours or
two years (whichever comes first) with
pro-rated charges applying after the first
10,000 hours. The transmitter
itself is housed in a23 wide
by 30' deep by 76' high steel
cabinet.
The meters are located in a

party remote control as does our
Moseley MRC-1600.
It was easy to hook up the control
functions, but some of the readings, like
the PA plate current, which is not supplied referenced to ground, were not. We
also had to kluge together an optoisolator circuit to provide status light signals
to our Moseley.

located above the meter panel for the exciter and processing equipment.
Electric power is supplied from asingle phase source of 208 to 240 VAC at 60
Hz (but it can operate at 50 Hz as an option). The IPA is asolid state 250W module that can be replaced quickly if need
be.
The control functions and fault indicators are run from aseparate 24 V power
supply and the unit supports its own
microprocessor based remote control system, or outputs to a
third party unit.

Practical use
Our application
has the FMQ-3500
running at 3500 W
urally, that's what we ended up doing.
TPO into atwo-bay
In January, 1988, WDBI-FM installed a
circularly polarized
QEI FMQ-3500 transmitter. The next day
antenna at 281'
Istarted getting calls from people who
above average tercommented that our station was corning
rain.
in better ... and sounding better too!
The new equipIn selecting our FM transmitter, we
ment allowed us to
evaluated several different products.
move aSparta 601 1
Each had benefits that another didn't ofkW transmitter that
fer; each seemed to have shortcomings
drove a seven-bay
not shared by another. Our final decision
Jampro antenna into
to purchase the QEI FMQ-3500 was
back-up status. At
based on several key points.
the same time we
The design of the transmitter is asininstalled new coax
gle tube grounded grid type, felt by our
cable and a QEI
consulting engineer to be generally more
Model 695 exciter (a
stable than other designs. The price of
very nice unit in itthe unit was also a factor, but not an
overriding one.
self).
Installation of the
Power increase potential
FMQ-3500 was fairAnother consideration was the potenly straightforward.
The only problems
tial for upgrading the transmitter to a
higher power level. As aClass A FM, it
we encountered in
looked possible (and still does) that the
the initial checkout were neither QEI's
0E1's FM0-3500 stays steady as arock,
FCC might someday soon offer us the
fault nor our own.
according to WDBI.
chance to increase power. If it does, the
In delivering the transmitter, antenna
FMQ-3500 can be field upgraded to 5kW
tilt-out panel at about mid level of the
and coax cable, the delivery truck got
or even 10 kW with optional factory supcabinet. There is about 17' of rack space
lost, took awrong turn or two at too high
of aspeed, and the coax cable spool fell
over onto the transmitter.
To the credit of the FMQ-3500, there
was little trace of this mishap other than
cosmetic damage and aslightly loosened
drawer slide.
The setup and installation instructions
were brief and to the point. While not
overly elaborate, they did cover the installation and initial operation fairly well.
Model TM -2
I ! ,I
Direct
The schematic drawings left something
to be desired in legibility, though. Ihave
6Digit Timer
$175. $ 145.
since spoken to QEI about that and was
told that they are redoing them on a
CAD system.
The first problems we discovered were
during the latter part of the installation
e
and setup. Interfacing the remote control
unit that we have was not easy at all.
QEI sells an optional remote control
unit called the ARC-27. It provides up to
64 analog and 16 digital inputs. UnforI)irect
tunately, the FMQ-3500 does not provide
Model TM-2R
the same access to information for athird
$195. $ 165.
Digit Timer wíRemole

Report

Buy Direct.

Possible improvements
There are other parameters supplied
by the transmitter to the QEI remote control unit that are not accessible at all by
any other remote control system. These
include the fault annunciators, stack and
ambient temperature to name a few. I
think it would be avaluable addition to
the FMQ-3500 to allow for easier access
to these outputs.
However, since the installation was
completed in January, we have had only
one serious problem with the transmitter. Over the summer, our IPA current
seemed to be gradually increasing without acorresponding increase in output.
After consulting with QEI, they sent us
a new unit which has since operated
perfectly.
In retrospect, Ibelieve the impact of
the delivery truck may have had some
effect on the IPA. The experience we
have had with the customer service people at QEI has been quite good. We have
had to talk to them at rather odd hours
from time to time and have always
received courteous, competent assistance.
Maintenance has been abreeze. The
cabinet air filters are standard size and
easily found even in Tawas City! Cabinet access is good and the unit basically
stays steady as arock ... even when the
weather was as hot as the summer of '88.
Price and service right
When we purchased atransmitter that
was several thousand dollars less expensive than some of the "big names" we
knew we would be making compromises. But with our experience so far
using the FMQ-3500, Iwould have no
hesitation in buying another .. regardless of price.
Product quality is just one element of
asuccessful company. Product support
is just as important. While QEI is certainly not the only broadcast company
to provide both quality and support,
based on our experience, they stand
right up there with the best.
Don Backus has been in broadcasting since
1972. From MSU to WSW to WVIC to VOA
to WDBI he just can't get enough of this
business! Currently he manages, engineers
and co-owns WDBI-FM, 'Tawas City, MI and
loves it. He may be reached at 517-362-6149.
For more information on the QEI FMQ3500 transmitter, contact Bill Hoelzel at QEI:
609-728-2020.

Now you can buy the industry's most
popular Timers direct from the manufacturer
at fantastic savings.
Just pick up the phone and call toll-free. It
has never been so easy to save money on
quality broadcast equipment

Stereo Peak Program

Your Factory Direct Source.

• + 20dB

Edgemont, PA 19028

800/523-2133 (
in PA 800/423-2133)

accuracy

Stereo Peak Program
Meter Model 1227
• 201 segment accuracy
. 10 inch scale for distant • Peak Hold function

yiewng

• +

20dB scale expansion

•Peak Hold function

scale
expansion

Rama SYSTEMS INC.

5113 West Chester Pike

Meter Model 1108
•301 segment

215/356-4700

FAX 215/356-6744
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RTW products are available exclusively in the U.S. from ESL.

120 S.W. 21st Terrace, C-104 Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312
Tel: ( 305) 791-1501, TLX ( WU) 75 3027 ESL FTL LJD
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KTHO Reaches Peak in Tahoe
by Don McBain, Pres/Tech Dir
KTHO-FM

line of sight to our studios at the south
end. In addition, many of the cities of
Western Nevada, including portions of
Reno, would be within the signal area of
this site.
The next step was to try it. With atest
authorization, a10 W transmitter and a
single bay antenna we were able to determine that not only could predicted
coverage be met, but that alistenable stereo signal was possible.
From its 9100' level Genoa Peak would
provide us with our maximum authorized effective radiated power with a
three-bay antenna and a750 W transmitter.
There were problems though—how
to get there with all
of the equipment
necessary to build the station and how
to power it once it was built, since the
only electrical service available was a
mile straight down the mountain.

South Lake Tahoe NV ... Mention
Lake Tahoe to anyone and it will evoke
a multitude of favorable comments—
"Beautiful scenery, great shows and
gambling," etc.
But those beautiful mountain peaks
that so impress the visitor create problems for the broadcaster trying to deliver
alistenable stereo signal to his audience,
most of whom live within three miles of
the 200 mile shoreline.
Poor reception
Reception problems are particularly
troublesome at the L
more
populous
south end of the lake. When Ibuilt
KTHO-FM back in 1968 Ilocated the
transmitter part way up aski lift in the
hope that Iwould have solid lake coverage and agood stereo signal. Coverage
was fair, but stereo reception was so poor
that we went back to mono.
With the hope that amove away from
the mountainside might improve this situation, we relocated the FM transmitter
at our AM site at lake level and about as
far from the moutains as we could get
without going into the water. But improvement in stereo reception was minimal and soon we were back on mono.
To try to solve this problem Imet with
our KTHO consultant, Cecil Lynch and
our antenna engineering consultant Peter Onnigian.
Since lake level transmission sites
didn't work due to their close proximity
to the mountains, our attention turned
to the top of the mountains.

Northern's HR2 wind turbine generator was specifically for unattended operation in harsh environments. It employs
a passive rotor control system and has
only three moving parts.
It had amassed more than 2.1 million
hours of operation, some at sites near
both the North and South Poles, with
system availability exceeding 99%.

-Special
Report

Genoa Peak
Genoa Peak, standing about 4,500'
above the city of Genoa, Nevada and
about three miles east of Cave Rock, was
Peter Onnigian's choice.
The peak looked down on 75% of the
lakeshore communities and was direct

The power source
For our power problem we turned to
Northern Power Systems. Northern configures its power plants to meet load-and
site-specific needs and has installed them
to operate unattended all over the world.
They offer either solar or wind turbine
generators as the primary power source.
As aformer airline pilot, Ihad logged
many flights in and out of Reno and
many of the earlier flights were in DC-3
and Convair aircraft. So Iwas quite familiar with wind-caused turbulence
along the mountain tops in the area.
As hot air rises from the Nevada desert in the summer alow pressure area
is created beneath it and cooler air from
the Pacific Ocean rushes in to fill that
low.
Substantial afternoon winds were expected during the summer. During the
winter we expected normal storm activity to provide our wind source. Based
upon this assumption we chose a3kW
wind turbine with a 6 kW propane
powered generator backup.

3whe
KTHO's mountaintop broadcast site

For the power storage system Northern chose the GNB Absolyte battery.
This type of battery never requires water and does not vent potentially dangerous hydrogen gasses. This allows placement of the battery bank in the same
room as the equipment.
Another significant advantage absorbed electrolyte batteries offer is that
they can be frozen without significant
damage to the cells. Also they can be
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mounted either horizontally or vertically,
providing versatility in the shelter layout.
Our 48 V, 2700 amp hour system occupies 21 square feet and weighs 8400
lbs. Northern installed the system in a
10 by 20-foot cargo container. A power
controller and regulator were also apart
of the equipment that they supplied.

vi•

Our next major problem was how to
get all of this equipment to the top of
Genoa Peak. Northern delivered the
container and all of its equipment to Carson City, some 25 miles distant, part of
which was over aroad known not to be
kind to motor vehicles. Also, 26 cubic
yards of oncrete had to be delivered to
the site.
Climbing the mountain
This part of the project was to be the
responsibility of Pete Smith of P&R
Tower Company of Sacramento. When
cement trucks could not make it to the
site Pete used afront-end loader to carry
their load the rest of the way.
An 80-foot guyed tower was used to
support aJampro JLCP three-bay CP antenna and a 40-foot guyed tower was
used to support the wind generator.
Keeping system efficiency at peak level
is always a requirement of batterypowered systems. Since the transmitter
would require the greatest power drain,
conventional AC powered units were not
acceptable.
Paul Gregg of Elcom Bauer came to our
rescue by adapting his company's solid
state transmitter to operate directly off of
the 48 V DC supply.
•
The EB 6300X2
The Elcom Bauer Model 6300X2 consists of two 300 W amplifiers combined
(continued on page 38)

The Davis Communications Group

Cellular Production Unit'
System for
Broadcast
Remote
Work

THINK NILW-1
• Three stereo inputs, one stereo output
• Automatic switch to secondary or tertiary inputs
on primary loss of channel
• Automatic switch to secondary or tertiary inputs
on primary loss of audio

•Sports Events

• Automatic loss of channel correction

•Live News
Coverage

• Automatic audio polarity correction

•On- Site Promotions
•Boom Boxes
•Roving Interviews
•TV IFB/CUE
The CELLULAR PRODUCTION UNIT'system uses arugged, reliable, top-quality
NEC cellular telephone which provides afull range of cellular features when not
being used for the CPU"' system. A proprietary CPU Interface links the cellular
phone with your remote audio equipment. Basic system prices begin at $ 1,100.
Adapter cables are available to match the CPU Interface (available separately) to
other late model cellular phones. CPU and Canute Product,oh Unrt are trademarks of The Dates ConenuneaPons Group
,

U

BROADCAST
SERVICES CO.

• User programmed sequence and time delays
• On-line audio monitoring and switching
• Microprocessor based
• Audio error alarms and level matching
AND MORE... CALL OR WRITE
FOR COMPLETE DETAILS

TITUS
TECHNOLOGICAL
LABORATORIES
1134 Neipsic Rd., Glastonbury, CT 06033
(203) 633-5472

Neal Davis, Four Oaks, NC, 919 934-6869 • Keith Arnett, Front Royal, VA, 703 C35-1413
FAX 919 934-1537
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WKSZ Doubles Up with BE Gear
(continued from page 33)
and will automatically bring the transmitter back up as soon as power is restored. It will first turn the screen voltage all the way down if it didn't have a
chance to do it when the transmitter
went off. A battery back-up (9V) maintains the power out setting memory and
any overload information.

tr

Editor's note: Doug Fearn is acontributor
to the "Handbook for Sound Engineers (The
New Audio Encyclopedia)," as well as afrequent contributor to RW. He may be reached
at 215-793-1533.
For more information on the Broadcast
Electronics FM-30A transmitter, contact Bill
Harland at BE: 217-224-9600.

The solid state driver consists of one
drawer-mounted amplifier ( running
about 37 W) driving two other similar
amplifiers (at about 175 W each) through
hybrid combiners to provide 300 W of
drive to the PA. ( Of course this will be
different for transmitters set up at different TP0s.)
The only adjustment required is the
power output of the first stage.
The PA
The PA is asingle tube in afolded halfwave cavity. This output scheme
eliminates sliding contacts and the plate
blocking capacitor. Tuning is precise, predictable and stable. And the tube can be
quickly replaced. In fact, Ionce changed

a tube in five minutes from turn off to
turn on and Iwasn't even hurrying.
The transmitter interior is very accessible for cleaning, with the exception of
the PA grid compartment, which has
dozens of screws. This is the weakest
area of the transmitter, in my opinion.
It tends to get very dirty and this has
created PA grid tuning problems in the
FM-30.
The grid uses sliding contacts for tuning and loading and when these get
dirty, tuning is erratic. The threaded
rods that drive the tuning elements get
corroded and dirty, making the adjustments hard to turn.
There is atremendous amount of air
rushing through this compartment and

•

into the PA tube and it seems like alot
of dirt gets deposited along the way.
Time will tell if the "A" version is any better in this regard.
We have been very happy with the
original FM-30 and expect to have comparable results with the FM-30A. It is a
rugged transmitter, awell-conceived design that has the maintenance engineer
in mind. And the sound is superb.

Lake Tahoe
(continued from page 37)
in aconventional manner and a100 W
driver. The combination produces the
717 W TPO necessary to meet 1000 W
ERP, which is the equivalent of 50 kW at
our height above average terrain. A La
Marche inverter is used to power a
Moseley STL receiver and aTFT remote
control unit.
The system went on the air in October
1987 with aspecial temporary authority
to operate at reduced power.
The system performed well during this
past winter, and in May the transmitter
power was doubled. Full power tests
were run in late July to gather final test
data, with full power operation expected
to begin this month.
The station load is approximately 1500
W and the wind energy system is expected to supply most of the necessary
power. Should there be an energy shortfall, sufficient propane has been stored
to power the system with the backup
generator.
At KTHO we are looking forward to
our first winter of full power operation
from Genoa Peak. Power bills are now
past history, and agood stereo signal is
now finally available throughout the
Lake Tahoe basin.
Editor's note: Don McBain flew commercial airline flights for United Airlines for 33
years, and was an engineer and announcer
for CBS in the 1930s. He may be reached at
818-990-7277.

When-and-if you're ready to UP your transmitting power,
will your FM transmitter be ready too? If it's one of the QEI
"New Reliables" FMQ series, the answer is YES!
Our new 3.5KW, 5KW and 10KW transmitters
were designed to give you aclear upgrade path to
higher power. In just a few hours, your 3.5KW or
5KW QEI FM transmitter can be
upgraded to a factory-equivalent
5KW or 10KW unit, right in the
field. QEI's unique modular solid
state drivers and interchangeable
P.A. assembly make these power
upgrades easy...and very economical.
If you're shopping for a 10KW unit in
the first place, the 0E1 FMQ-10000 has lots
to recommend it. No other FM transmitter packs
this much power, reliability and performánCe into
asingle 24" wide rack cabinet. And the FMQ-10000
is designed to operate on single-phase power, so
there's no need to pay for installing new threephase electric service.
What's more, for upgrades to power levels
beyond 10KW, each of these FMQ series
•

transmitters can serve as the driver section for
QEI's 20, 30 or 60KW transmitters, again resulting
in major cost savings.
Every QEI " New Reliables" FM transmitter is
built to deliver ultra-dependability and performance.
So—whether your station is thinking of upping its
power down the road, or if the power you start with
is the power you stay with—you'll be glad you
chose QEI. Call us toll-free at (800) 334-9154 for the
full story.

egEt

CORPORATION

The New Reliables
One Airport Drive, P.O. Box D
Williamstown, NJ. 08094 ( 609) 728-2020
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The Vector Technology Model FMT40 FM transmitter uses ahigh power
amplifier chain and an up to date
solid state and relay logic control ladder.
The control ladder has four plug-in
circuit cards: Transmitter Control;
1
.
1
Overload Cycle;
Overload Sense;
Auto Power, VSWR
Fold
Back
and
VSWR Overload.
The transmitter's
......._ ....an-. mom circuitry is solid
— .'
--7- • '
state throughout.
LEDs are used for
all control ladder
logic and overload.
fault indicators, as
well as for all interlock circuits.
The FMT-40 has a
12 phase power supply for improved S/N ratio (ripple), eliminating the need for high voltage filter
chokes.
All control switch functions are
momentary contacts and no interface
relays are required for remote control
operation.
For more information, contact Mel
Lieberman at Vector Technology Inc.:
215-348-4100.

DYNAMAX CTR12 and CIR14 shown

The DYNAMAX® CTR10 Series
Why it's number one

O

ur competitvely priced CTR10 Series
comes complete with features that cost
extra in other machines. Like automatic fast
forward, three cue tones, built-in audio
switcher and multiple machine mixing
capability.
:n the first 24 months of production.
Fidelipac delivered over 4000 CTR10 Series
cartridge machines, making the CTR10
Series the most popular cartridge machines
in the world today.
Operators work faster and smarter with the
CTR10's rapid audio search, programmable
repeat play lockouts, flashing " played'

l
e
)—

indicators, front panel 1 kHz defeat and
audio status monitors.
Engineers love the CTR10's easy- to- service
straightforward design. Gold-plated, fully
removable solder- masked circuit boards.
Built-in diagnostics. 15- volt RFimmune
simple CMOS logic. Full function remote
control. They also love our 2- year warranty
and our super service.
And your listeners will love the sound.
There are many more reasons why the
CTR10 Series is number one. Get them all.
Call Fidelipac or your authorized
DYNAMAX distributor.

BROADCAST PRODUCTS BY F1DEUPAC

Fidelipac Corporation Cl P.O.Box 808 D Moorestown, NJ 08057 U.S.A. D FAX: 609-235-7779 D TELEX: 710-897-0254 D 609-235-3900 D Toll Fee 800- HOT TAPE

DYNAMAX products are designed and manufactured in the U.S.A.
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OR THE FUTURE
Il F

You're on the air

but are you on your own?

Jle•

Apre-constructed radio station ...
This new concept presents aquick
and painless solution to amultitude
of problems. It's aCOMPLETE radio
station ... ready to walk into and
start broadcasting.

facility of your future. It's designed
by broadcast professionals and
perfectly suited to owners and
operators lust like you who are tired
of paying rent and who are short on
time.

From the restroom sink to the
transmitter, you can have It your
way. We provide everything! it's the

Combined with the Modulinkm approach, you can have an operational
facility in afew, short weeks. With

230 product lines to choose from.
you can have things your way!
Just two decisions ...
1. Decide It your cash flow can support the cost of the building.
2. Select alocation — adecision that
can be quickly eliminated if you
are able to use an existing tower
site.

With your input, we'll handle
everything. You concentrate on
broadcasting ... we do all the rest.
Leasing is available to those who
Quality.
Talk to your favorite Allied team
member. We'll put you on your way
toward facility ownership!

Typical Floor Plans
WE SUPPLY THE BUILDING AND EVERYTHING IN IT
70

w
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Model No. 8090
Pre-constructed Radio Station

ATLANTA, GA

CHICAGO, IL

LOS ANGELES, CA

DALLAS, Tx

RICHMOND, IN

ALLIED
CANADA 416-731-3697

"
O F F.,

Model No. 8090 combo
Pre-constructed Radio Station

1-800-622-0022
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Dayton Radio Beats Multipath
by Lyle Henry, CE
KIQQ-FM
Los Angeles ... Finally you can get
really good SCA receivers for avariety
of applications, with delivery times that
are reasonable too.

rUser

Report
Dayton Radio in Ohio has come out
with specialized conventional receivers.
They are conventional in that they use
the standard 67 and 92 kHz FM subcarriers.
The Dayton Radio Plus SCA receivers,
now being marketed through Allied, are
not only great radios for their intended
applications, but are also practical and
fun pieces of test equipment.
I've been fortunate to have the opportunity to use several of them during their
rapid evolution over the last year or so.
The initial stages
First introduced for the Reading Services for the blind, Dayton's radios had to
be mass-produced to keep the price
down. But with a different station frequency in every market, they could not
be crystal-controlled.
Then, too, just afew years ago the 92
kHz. SCA was added, so they had to be
able to hear that as well as 67 kHz. Since
only awhip antenna would normally be

used, they needed very high sensitivity.
And wouldn't it be nice to include
some ergonomic thought? Like aflat design that wouldn't tip over, push buttons
and a slide rule volume control?
Kurt Farmer and Bob McDougall
created aunit that filled the above needs
and beyond. The receivers have GaAs
FET front ends with aunique biasing cir-

cuit. Coils use aspecial core material and
shields for high Q. The result is superb
sensitivity, without overload or crossmodulation if an outdoor antenna is connected.
Frequency selection
Frequency selection is made with nine
tiny DIP switches inside. The main chan-

U TUNED IN LI
People ... Gentner Electronics
Corp., busy restructuring, is consolidating its San Jose RF Products Division
into its Salt Lake City operations, in the
process losing John E. Leonard, Jr., who
is resigning as President of the RF
Products Division.
Gentler has added to its R&D department, though, appointing Jim Pino
director of R&D. Pino formerly served
as manager at ADT, acircuit board design division of Gentner.
Gentner has also brought in Craig
Boswell as product development coordinator and Jim Wright as CAD services coordinator. The busy company
just recently also named Bill Traue
to its Customer Support Team, where
the former CE for six radio stations
will add broadcast engineering customer support.
In other people news, Leslie B. Tyler
has been named VP of Carillon Tech-

nology and will head that company's
newly-formed CT! Research Group.
Moseley Associates, Inc. welcomes Dr.
R. Douglas Hogg, Jamal Hamdani and
John Primeau to new posts. Hogg will become president and will manage R&D for
the company. Hamdani, former Moseley
international marketing director, becomes
VP of Marketing. And Primeau joins the
company as director of manufacturing,
assuming both line and administrative
functions.
Harrison Systems brings Tom Irby,
former owner of Studio Supply Co., into
the fold, making him Advanced Technology Product Manager. Irby will preside
over Harrison's Series Ten MR-20 and
other advanced technology music recording and related audio console products.
Special note: Access Communications,
the Wauwatosa, WI vendor of cellular
phone gear mentioned in 15 October
Buyers Guide wants to make sure they ar-
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nel, 67 or 92 kHz SCAs can be selected
from the top panel. A choice of audio
bandwidth is also available for "hi-fi" or
narrowband listening in fringe areas
where noise may be present.
Two watts of audio drive aloud internal speaker. Jacks provide connections
for an external speaker, music on hold,
etc. A separately adjustable bridging output on tuner models for the music services conveniently drives any amplifier.
Computer designed filter networks are
(continued on page 46)

en't confused with the other company
by the same name which rents out the
gear in Texas. Contact the WI Access
Communications at 414-453-6210.
Gains contract ... Vector Technology, Inc. has won acontract valued at
nearly half amillion dollars from A.H.
Al Sagar and Brothers which calls for
Vector to provide antenna transmission
equipment for the new Al Magwa transmitting station in Kuwait.
Expansions ... Los Angeles-based
satellite transmission services supplier
IDB Communications Group has
formed a new division, IDB Systems,
that will specialize in systems integration, systems operation and maintenance and systems services for the satellite communications industry. The
new division's doors opened 1October,
and are at its new Dallas headquarters
at 14480 Beltwood Parkway East.
If you have any industry/equipment news,
send it to Radio World Buyers Guide,
PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041.

On time. On budget.° air.
The Tascam 42B makes other 2-track
recorders seem downright slow
That's due in part to an ingeniously accurate
tape handling system, and in part to Tascam's
unique head technology. (Its heads provide sync
response fully equal to repro, so you don't waste
time rewinding to make audio decisions.)
And because the 42B probably offers more
features per dollar than any equivalent
machine, it makes everything else seem downright expensive, too. (+4dBm balanced inputs
and outputs, plus easy-access calibration are
just afew of its standard features.)
For more information, call or write about the
Tascam 42B today. It's anew and vastly
improved way to keep meeting your deadlines.
And your budgets.

TAS CAM

©1987 TEAC Corporation of America, 7733 Telegraph Road. Montebello, CA 90640. ( 213) 726-0303.
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Will Booster Use Rise
After FCC's Ruling?
by Richard Farrell
Falls Church VA ... The FCC's approval
of Docket MM 87-13 on 16 July 1987 allowed FM stations to increase power at
then booster facilities beyond previous
limits

Before there was a10 W power limit:
now stations can use boosters up to 20%
of their maximum permissible ER!' for
the class of primary station they rebroadcast

!Industry
Roundup
This relaxation of limitations may in
time create a genuine surge of interest
among radio stations as to the relative
benefits of using boosters to increase
their coverage areas.
There already is evidence of some
emerging interest.
Omega International VP and CEO
Kin Jones called the ruling, "a vers'
practical approach to a very real problem It is spectrally efficient and is
not really something that makes itself prone to any kind of abuse ... all
of a sudden ( radio stations) see a solution to something they thought was
unsolvable."
Potential problems
But to say that the ruling does not
open itself up to abuses—accidental
cm otherwise— may to some seem overly optimistic. Current FCC rules mandate that a booster cannot extend a
signal beyond its permissible 1 mV
contour area.
Yet stations can and have gone beyond
this range when they have installed new
boosters. California's KKIS was recently
ordered by the FCC to shut down its
booster facility because it was extending
that station's signal beyond its legal limits

and causing interference with two adjacent stations' signals ( see RW 15 August).
It has been suggested that part of the
problem— and it is a problem insiders
feel must be more clearly addressed —is
that the FCC doesn't have an accurate
process for accounting for various terrain
anomalies and does not have an adequate method for predicting interference.
The result is that while some stations
may on paper be in compliance with the
FCC's booster regulations, they may in
practice be extended beyond their contour areas— intentionally or unintentionally.
Interest is there
However, there remains much that is
positive about the situation. "Stations
have accepted a lot of their coverage
problems as amatter of fact, one of those

things about life that can't be changed,"
says Jones.
"Now they're saying there is asolution
that works, is not that expensive, and is
available to everybody.
"Naturally" he cautions, "there are
some stations with coverage problems
that can't be solved in this way. It is a
case-by-case thing." But tones feels that
"most FM stations," or "anybody that has

through increased coverage area merits
incurring the cost of the installation.
Where to put it
A booster helps a station reach the
limits of its licensed area, overcoming
various obstacles to its signal such as
mountains, tall buildings or other geographical features that might cause a
station headaches. Its advantages are

. . . relaxation of limitations may in time
create a genuine surge of interest
among radio stations as to the relative
benefits of using boosters to increase
their coverage areas.
something to gain" are looking into the
use of boosters.
Although it will vary with each
station, according te what sort of customization is necessary, the cost of virtually any booster installation will run
easily into the tens of thousands of
dollars.
So stations must decide for themselves
if the advertising revenue to be gained

obvious— increased coverage means
more potential advertising dollars.
An important question, then, is where
to put the booster. 'The best places to use
abooster," says Broadcast Electronics' VP
of Engineering Geoff Mendenhall, "are
where, for instance, you have amountain
ridge, and on the other side of the mountain you have your booster."
(continued on page 47)

Harris Exciter: THE-1 for 141GLF
by Bill Marriott, GM
WGLF-FM
Tallahassee FL ... In August we retired
our old exciter because 01 frequent
failures and decided to replace it with a
new THE-1exciter from Harris, just recently introduced. This unit features

as far as your clients
are concerned, while
your transmitter is
being repaired.

"Real" English
A large muffin type fan forces air
into the unit allowing cool operation
even inside a transmitter cabinet and as
Harris' THE- 1exciter was the choice for WOLF.
you would expect
uations. The controls and metering
from Harris the exciter comes with an examong other things a55 W high power
switches are well laid out except for the
cellent manual, well written in real Engsetting for those occasions when emerlish and accompanied by legible
on/off toggle switch, which is too close
gency standalone operation is required.
to the AC plug to get your finger around
schematics (Japanese companies take
Most engineers will be pleasantly
note).
easily.
surprised— others amazed— by the
When THE1arrived we ran it on the
The chassis comes with aslide mount
coverage of 55 W into a broadcast ansystem that is very useful in cramped sit- bench into adummy load to check it out
tenna. It may just keep you on the air,
and settle it down. We plugged it into the
transmitter and everything worked but
the VSWR was up about 3:1 and would
not tune out. It even worked perfectly
into adummy load inside the transmitter cabinet.
So here we had a transmitter that
worked with two other exciters and a
new exciter that worked perfectly into a
When you're on the scene, you're on the air-with a
dummy load!
cellular phone and aComrex. Our PLXmicro converts
telephone quality to program quality around town or
Customer service
around the world.
One of the reasons that I bought
The PLXmicro is the tiniest extender we've ever built.
Harris is the excellent customer support
Just about pocket size, it stowsand goesalmost anywhere.
Yet despite its size, it's packed with features: the Comrex
(I called them one New Year's Day at 3
frequency extender is built in, along with interface for
AM and had areplacement part in my
cellular telephone or standard dial line. There are
hand in Key West by noon—that's servmicrophone and tape inputs and
ice). For our VSWR problem, afield enautomatic send level control.
gineer with aspectrum analyzer showed
A monitor decoder, hybrid
up the next day to make adiagnosis.
circuitry and headphone
The spectrum analyzer showed broadoutput allow full duplex
band splatter, but only when connecoperation.
ted with the transmitter input. This
Call or write for ademo
input was not quite aperfect 50 ohms,
tape of the difference that a
and the difference was enough to send
Comrex can make.
the defective exciter power amp into
oscillation. Another exciter was overnighted to us and it has worked per%%MU Ir&leálk
fectly.
Conirex Corporation, 65 Sunset Path, Acton, MA 01720
Ibelieve that real reliability is not just
508-263-1800 1-800-237-1776
Comrex UK, Ltd., 171-175 Uxbride Road,
MTBF—mean time before failure—but
London W139AA 01-579-2/43
also how long it will take to get it fixed.
As aformer engineer Iknow that even(continued on page 46)
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KVLE Delves Into SCA With BTC
by Dan Brown, GM
KVLE-FM
Gunnison CO ... To meet the SCA
needs of FM broadcasters, Broadcast
Technology of Colorado offers excellent
equipment at affordable prices.

ruser

Report
BTC has designed three quality
products that allow budget-conscious
broadcasters to utilize SCA or let SCA
users purchase second channels or backup units at reasonable costs.
Iwanted to use SCA but could not see
spending thousands of dollars to put my
subcarriers on. So Ipurchased three
products from BTC: the Model 1000 dual
channel SCA generator, the Model 2200
dual channel SCA tuner and the Model
3000 SCA field strength meter.
Price right
Ineeded both 67 and 92 kHz, and
while shopping around Ifound that BTC
had a dual channel generator on the
market for $485. It has been ideal for my
background music requirements. Irun
classical music on one sub and background music on the other.
The Model 1000 fits in astandard 19"
rack and is very easy to install. Even in
the multipath environment here in the
Rockies, it sounds great. Another nice
feature is that by using its locking front

panel switches, Ican individually turn
the subcarriers on or off.
Two months ago, KVLE was struck by
lightning and it knocked out my automation system, satellite receivers and
main board. The only thing it did to the
Model 1000 was blow afuse.
Ihaven't had to perform any repairs or
maintenance on this unit. It is a real
workhorse!
When I have had any questions
regarding design or usage, Bob German,
the design engineer at BTC, has always
been available to assist me, even after
hours, which is agreat help to me, es-

We are using several of the Model 2200
dual channel SCA tuners. Due to their
sensitivity, the tuners have given me a
larger geographical customer service area.
Other features that Ilike about this
tuner are its simultaneous dual channel
capability, individual tone controls with
separate adjust
ments for bass and
treble, and three
LEDs on the front,
indicating the presence of both subcarriers and the
main carrier.

pecially when we were struck by lightning.

And the fact that
it is synthesized is
a real benefit for
me. When Iinstall
at a customer site
served by my translators Ido not need
to re-crystal.
My customers,
incidentally, have
commented on how
clear the sound is,
so Iknow we made the right choice with
this tuner.

Other applications
From talking with Bob, Iknow that the
Model 1000 is also being used in other
applications such as telemetry, paging,
ethnic programming and commodity
quotes—things that aren't done in this
market of only 10,000 in population.

Field strength meter
The Model 3000 field strength meter
tells me everything Ineed to know about
my SCA signal, and it is very light and
easy to carry. Ihave had it bouncing
around in the back of my truck for afew
months now and it still works perfectly.

Put the Tascam CD-501 next to any other broadcast
compact disc player, and you'll find there's no
comparison.
Nothing can compare to the purity, clarity, and accuracy of its sound, thanks to breakthroughs like Tascam's
proprietary ZD Digital Circuit and double oversampling.
And in the split-second, high-speed, high-pressure
world of the broadcast professional, it's the only machine
you can depend on, 100% of the time.
Which figures, since the CD501 is not an adapted
consumer deck, but ahighlyengineered system that's
built for broadcast. Nothing else offers its combination
of professional features, including 19" rack-mountability,
balanced outputs, and ahard-wired remote that lets
you completely control and program either of two
decks in any mode.
Call or write for more information on the CD-501.
Find out about anew, higher level of digital quality.
And digital toughness.
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The most outstanding features of this
unit, from my point of view, are that it
can read both 67 and 92 subcarrier injection and deviation and is also synthesized so that when Iuse it with my translator chain Idon't need to re-crystal.
I select the frequency with DIP
switches in the back of the unit. A builtin speaker and headphone jack enable
instant checks on crosstalk and other
problems by just monitoring one chan-

The Model 1000 SCA generator from BTC

nel on the meter and the other on the
audio. My main deviation can also be
measured and it even has apeak flasher.
The ability to power the meter by using the cigarette lighter jack in my truck
is the unit's most convenient feature for
me, but it also comes with aplug-in wall
transformer and battery.
Ican heartily recommend these SCA
products from BTC and feel they have
done an excellent job of meeting our
broadcast needs at an affordable price.
Editor's note: Dan Brown is president of
High Country Communications, amember
of the Board of Directors of the Colorado
Broadcasters Association and was formerly
with Motorola International in South
America. Call him at 303-641-3227.
For more information on Broadcast Technology's line of SCA equipment, contact Bob
German at 137r: 303-641-5503.

Digital
defined.

TAS CAM
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Marti Offers Flexibility at KOLA
by Dennis J. Martin, CE
KOLA-FM/KMET-AM
Los Angeles CA ... As the spectrum
grows more congested and unused frequencies dwindle, stations preparing to
expand their facilities often overlook an
obvious and economical solution: the
use of one or more subcarriers.
A subcarrier allows astation to transmit separate programming—or data— to
alarge area or a single point.
"Subsidiary Communications Authorization," commonly called "SCA," is
probably the best-known use of asubcarrier. First issued by the FCC in 1955,
SCA was created to allow FM stations to
transmit background music.
New uses
In the early 1980s, many new uses for
SCAs began to emerge which have since
become popular. Today, remote control
data is frequently sent to the transmitter site on asubcarrier of the studio-totransmitter microwave link ( STL).

r- User
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Personnel in the field equipped with
subcarrier/pager receivers can also be
voice dispatched or cued by using asubcarrier.
Audio received from aremote pickup
(RPU) transmitter can be sent back to the
main studio via a subcarrier that
originates at the transmitter site. An entirely different subcarrier could be simultaneously transmitting remote control

telemetry data.
One station is using asubcarrier to feed
commercials between remote studios.
Another is using an inter-city microwave
relay system to link asatellite receive station with its studio. The main channel is
used for music, while subcarriers relay 5
and 7.5 kHz voice channels.
Lately, systems that support three subcarriers, in addition to the main channel,
are becoming prevalent.
Signal to noise down
Modern technology has largely eliminated many of the undesirable effects

of 26, 39, 41, 6Z or 92 kHz; special frequencies can be supplied on request. Audio bandwidths—normally dictated by
usage—of 3, 5, and 7.5 kHz are available.
Typically, 3 kHz is used for remote
control and telemetry data, while 5and
7.5 kHz are reserved for voice or music
service.
Compander option
To allow the subcarrier system to be
used for ultra low-noise purposes, a
compander option is available. When installed in the generator and demodulator, the subchannel can offer aSNR of

The SCD 10 Subcarrier Demodulator from Marti.

hat plagued engineers years ago. Lookng at just one specification, an SNR of
45 dB was once considered "state-of-theart." Today, acompanded subcarrier can
achieve an SNR of 70 dB.
This vast improvement and others have
transformed the once thought of lowquality, sometimes unreliable subcarrier
into ahigh-quality alternative. And if no
frequencies are available in an area, a
subcarrier may be the only alternative.
To meet the increasing demand for subcarrier equipment. Marti Electronics recently introduced the SCG-I0 Subcarrier
Generator and the SCD-10 Subcarrier
Demodulator.
Both the generator and demodulator
can be supplied on standard frequencies

There's An Echo
In Here!
And a reverb. And a pitch shifter And a chorus, gate, and
flanger. In fact the SPX901I has over 30 preset programs with
room to store 60 of your own creations. For professional effects.
the SPX901I is the one processor you can't afford not to have!

Manufacturer's list is $895.00;
Call Bradley for special pricing.

more than 70 dB and a maintosub
crosstalk ratio of better than 60 dB, even
with full 7.5 kHz bandwidth.
When companding is not required, the
user can easily select pre/deemphasis
values of 0, 75, 150, or 225 gseconds, allowing operation that is tailored to the
intended application.
The Marti SCG-10 generator employs
direct FM modulation with adeviation
that is ±7.5% of the subcarrier frequency.
Input impedance is 600 ohms balanced,
which can be accessed by either rear
panel screw terminals or a "D" connector.
Input levels of - 10 to + 8dBm can be
accommodated, and an FSK/subaudible
input is also provided on the "D" connector.
Automatic muting
The generator incorporates an automatic subcarrier mute feature that is adjustable both in terms of level and time.
The carrier can be set to mute at any level
from slightly under 100% modulation to
a full 40 dB down.
And the mute time can be set from
about 1to 18 seconds. When muted, the
subcarrier falls to alevel more than 60
dB below rated output. The subcarrier
can also be controlled remotely.
The subcarrier output of the SCG-10 is
designed to drive loads as low as 600
ohms over arange of 0.3 to 7VPP, and
terminates in aBNC connector. A frontpanel, illuminated meter displays either
subcarrier output level or peak modulation.
The Marti SCD-10 Subcarrier Demodulator, although normally used in micro-

wave point-to-point applications, is also
useful in demodulating an FM station's
offair subcarrier.
The SCD-10 requires asubcarrier input
level of 0.1 to 1VRMS; input impedance
is 10 k(2. The heart of the SCD-10 is a
phase-locked FM detector that tracks the
carrier, ensuring low distortion, a high
degree of AM rejection and agood capture ratio.
The audio output level is adjustable
over arange of - 60 to + 10 dBm into 600
ohms. Like the generator, afrontpanel
meter can be switched to display audio
output level or subcarrier input level.
Squelch circuitry
As a complementary feature of the
generator's automatic subcarrier mute
capability, the demodulator includes
squelch circuitry. If the subcarrier should
cease or fall below apreset threshold, the
demodulator will noiselessly mute its audio output.
This feature allows the subchannel to
be used on an intermittent basis automatically, operating only when audio is present. Otherwise, the system stands by in
a muted, noiseless mode until called
upon.
A front-panel LED on the demodulator displays squelch on/off, and normallyopen contacts are available for controlling
other equipment.

. . . we found Marti's
published
specifications to be
highly conservative
compared with the
units tested . . .
As for system operation, we found
Marti's published specifications to be
highly conservative compared with the
units tested: we measured afrequency response of +0.Z -0.6 dB, 20 Hz to 7.80
kHz; 0.676% second harmonic, 0.071%
third harmonic, and 0.68% THD+N at I
kHz and 100% modulation; and an SNR
of 74.4 dB ( NAB, unweighted).
One-third octave spectral analysis of
the noise floor did not reveal any noise
peaks across the band.
Finally, minimum AC line voltage was
found to be less than 80 VAC. We tested
the system in aback-to-back configuration, using a67 kHz subcarrier, and 225
gseconds pre/deemphasis (no companding).
Flexible construction
Modular in construction, both units can
be modified or repaired in the field
(continued on page 47)

EBS EQUIPMENT

Call Toll Free 800-732-7665

BRADLEY
BROADCAST
SALES
Where Service and Engineering Make the Difference
8101 Cessna Avenue • Gaithersburg. Maryland 20879 14177
MD & DC: 301-948-0650 • FAX: 301-330-7198 • TELEX: 269-245

$475
$330

Model CE With Stereo Option
Model CD Decoder Only (
REQUIRED FOR
Receiver can be supplied to drive Decoder
• Encoder FCC Type Accepted •

$360
$280

LPTV)

$100
Decoder FCC Certified •

• Exceeds FCC Specifications •
All interconnections to the EBS equipment are made through a barrier terminal block •
No special connectors necessary. In stock—available for immediate delivery.

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO
257 W. Union St. •
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Price

Model CEB Encoder- Decoder
Model CE Encoder Only

Athens OH 45701 •
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Music 4 a Hit With Showsound
by Cloyd C. Peterson, VP
Showsound, Inc.

SCA Data's Receiver/Generator System Allows
Sound Contractor to Broadcast on Four Channels

Tampa FL ... The new SCA Data Music 4 System operates on 67 kHz or 92
kHz and allows you to transmit four
channels at 2.5% injection each. The carriers are 5 kHz wide.
The two carriers below the center frequency would be Channel A, lower and
upper. The two above the center frequency would be Channel B, lower and
upper. You may configure the system
with four 5kHz carriers, or two 10 kHz
carriers or one 10 kHz and two 5kHz carriers.
Using pink noise and a real-time
analyzer we checked the 5 kHz bandwidth and found it extremely flat from
20 Hz to 5kHz. The four subcarriers are

You may monitor the four audio channels via aheadphone jack, level control
and selector switch. Injection and modulation are measured on the front panel
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amplitude modulated, which accounts
lor the wide audio bandwidth within the
t6 kHz deviation of the FM subcarrier.
State of the art design
The Music 4 Generator is a well
designed unit with state-of-the-art
printed circuit boards. Front panel controls allow you to monitor the off-the-air
signal by using abuilt-in receiver which
can be coupled via apad to the RF monitor tap of the main transmitter.

meter. Each channel input to the generator is adjusted by individual input controls. The composite control adjusts the
four carriers into the exciter.
We installed our generator back in June.
At first we had several problems with
modulation but experimenting with some
compressors solved the problems. You
must remember—no audio, no carrier.
The Music 4 Receiver is frequencyagile via DIP switches on the inside of
the unit. The nice thing about it is you
get the combination for your station only.
It would take quite a while to figure
someone's frequency if you did not have

the combinations.
The receiver has avery nice noise gate
that tracks the audio while causing complete silence between selections. Muting

of the audio is quiet and complete if the
RF stays below 80 µV.
Noise reduction
Noise reduction can be selected in the
generator and the receiver and you may
also select 5 kHz, 10 kHz and 15 kHz
bandwidth in the receiver. Upper and
lower channel configuration is accomplished using settings of the DIP
switches for the subcarriers.
Selection of 2.5%, 5% or 10% injection
sets the audio gain of the Music 4 Receiver. Audio output is on an RCA jack
and is around 100 ohms at .775 V.

Considering the cost of subcarriers
from radio stations, the Music 4System
can be areal money saver. We are currently using 10 kHz for adult contemporary music and it sounds great. One
of the 5kHz channels is for background
music and is perfect.
When receiving the signal you should
have a good antenna with no VSWR.
With this system instead of crosstalk you
have lots of AM noise. You should take
great care in tuning the AM noise out of
the transmitter.
Installing the antenna
Installation of the antenna for receiving the four channel broadcasts is very
critical. We are currently operating our
system as far as 50 miles from the transmitter. With 100,000 ERP we have about
180 to 200 µV at our receivers at 50 miles,
using afour or six element antenna.
This seems to work quite well as long
as there is no noise from power lines,
etc. Isuggest using the Channel Master
antenna rotation unit. This will minimize
noise by rotating the vertical polarization
of the antenna.
Editor's note: Cloyd C. Peterson owns his
awn sound contracting business, and has
been in the business in one form or another
since 1957. He may be reached at 813-8841461.
For more information on SCA Data Systems' Music 4system, contact Corinne Weber at SCA Data Systems: 2/3-452-2506.

Raise your standards.
To understand the superiority of the Tascam
ATR-60/2N, begin with the heads: no other
2-track production recorder has heads that can
provide sync response fully equal to repro
response—an advantage that allows you to save
time by making critical audio decisions without
rewinding.
Next, look at its direct-drive reel motors, its
PLL servo capstan, and its 3-motor servo controlled tape handling system—all factors that
lead to the ultimate in fast, accurate, and stressfree tape handling.
Finally, consider that the ATR-60/2N gives
you all this and more, hour after hour, year
after year.
Then call or write today about the Tascam
ATR-60/2N. And take your broadcasting to a
higher level.

TASCAM

1987 TEAC Corporation of America, 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640. ( 213) 726-0303.
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Noise No Problem For Dayton
(continued from page 41)
swept aligned for 67 and 92 kHz. A
notch removes interference from 57 kHz
AR! (traffic) and paging systems and a
second notch removes possible main
channel crosstalk around 76 kHz. Ceramic resonators provide exceptional stability. Noise operated and auto-mute
"thumpless" squelches are included for
music service clients.
The auto-mute circuit works even
when the SCA carrier doesn't drop.
Thumping was eliminated by borrowing
an electronic audio attenuator circuit
from the venerable ITC cart machines.
Attack time is much faster than release
time for good noise immunity and a
sense of smooth transition to and from
music.
Reading service use
The receivers for reading service use
are also ideal for foreign language
clients. They are supplied in strong plastic cases. A UL approved 12 VDC wall

power supply is provided and acigarette
lighter cord can be used for reception in
a vehicle. For this purpose a Motorola
antenna jack is included in addition to
an adjustable whip antenna.
Models for music service clients come

The Dayton Radio
Plus . . . worked
beautifully in every
problem location.

A real test

in metal enclosures with rubber feet to
sit on ashelf and keyhole slots to hang
on the wall. Looking at the slots, one notices that they line up with holes in the
circuit board. The cover can be removed
and the screws turned tight.
After the cover is replaced, the receiver
cannot be easily removed from the wall.
There are 12 V supplied to the antenna

Consultants
ItF and Audio

R.L. HOOVER
Consulting T•kscommunicstIons
Englnisin

(" oast to ( oast

STEVE VANNI ASSOCIATES, INC.

301-983-0054
Mombfe A (. CE

R. Sequerra
Associates
Ltd.
RF & audio
instrument & product
design uniquely for
broadcasting

718-225-4159
FM Study
Program
FM Searches Within
The Budget Of
Anyone Who Owns
An IHM-PC
L.R.C.

Equipment Installations
Facility Planning
Project Management
P 0 Box 422
Auburn, NH 03032

SPENCER

R.J. GRANDMAISON, P.E.

The Radio Station
Specialists

Applications and Rulemakings

Chuck Spencer
Phoenix, AZ
602-242-2211
Contact
Radio World
Newspaper
P.O. Box 1214,
Falls Church VA 22041

602/293-2374
W. LEE SIMMONS
& ASSOC., INC.

Moffet,
Larson &
Johnson, Inc.

5 Gracefield Road
Hilton Head Is , SC 29928
(803) 785-4445

Consulting Telecommunications
Engineers

Two Skyline Place
5203 Leesburg Pike #800
Falls Church VA 22041
703-824-5660
800-523-3117

Radio Station Equipment
Repair Service
Reasonable Rates
Established 1976
527 Charles Ave,

Syracuse, N.Y. 13209

315-468-5123

Editor's note: Lyle Henry has built and
rebuilt stations in Arizona and Wisconsin. For
the past 11 years he has been CE at KIQQ.
He does SCA consulting in his spare time and
enjoys visiting his many friends in Asia.
For more information on Dayton Radio's
SCA receivers, contact Kurt Farmer at Dayton: 800-543-8513.

WGLF Opts For THE ml
(continued from page 42)
tually everything at atransmitter site will
break and there is nothing worse than
trying to rely on a10-page manual with
microscopic hand-written schematics at
3AM Saturday with no one to call until
Monday morning.

that needed aspecific set of conditions
to malfunction. The replacement has
worked perfectly. Because of this and
Harris' well deserved service reputation,
Iwould not hesitate to recommend this
exciter.

Better sound
The flawless replacement exciter measures up to published specifications. And
what is more important is that my PD
has noticed that we sound better (without being told in advance of our new exciter).
Although our first exciter was defec-

Editor's note: Bill Marriott spent four
years as achief engineer in AM and FM. He
took his degree in Engineering from the
University of London. He may be reached at:
904-878-1104.
For more information on Harris' THE- 1
FM exciter, contact Ron Frillman at Harris:
217-222-8200.

tive, Ibelieve that this was arogue unit

CONSULTING ENGINEER
11213 Srfi ,f •
Fairfax Sfalio; . , i2039
b'03 , :64-C" •
Member

AFCCE_

EVANS ASSOCIATES
Consulting Communication. Erik:rm.:ors

Buy Direct.
Model PA 1
Stereo Phono Pre-Amp

FCC Applications, Design
& Field Engineering
Broadcast Engineering Software

216 N. Green Bay Rd.
Thiensville, WI 53092

(414) 242-6000
Mcmhe

MIRKWOOD

$295. $225.

Rural 8e Remote Site
Field Engineer ing
50 Park Ave.
Clurernn!i NH 03743

603/542-6784

Pired

List

ENGINEERING

Now you can buy the industry's most
popular Pre-Amp direct from the
manufacturer at fantastic savings.

SOFTWARE

R.L. Kennedy

Just pick up the phone and call toll-free. It
has never been so easy to save money on
quality broadcast equipment

rFNI CHANNEL SEARCH

& Associates

Your Factory Direct Source.

Member AFCCE

SOROCA ELECTRONICS

(603) 483-5365

BROADCAST

for availabilities.
Phone
800-336-3045

BROADCAST
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTANTS

This is truly multipath city! The local
franchise operator was complaining
constantly to KFOG which carried his 92
kHz subcarrier from Mt. Sutro. Ifound
the station to be impeccably engineered
with some of the flattest bandwidth and
lowest AM noise Ihave ever measured.
The trouble was with the receivers be-

BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS

11704 Seven Locks Road
Potomac MD 20854

jack for powering a mast mounted
preamplifier, should an excessive cable
run be needed. A DIP switch turns this
voltage on and off. Current is limited by
aseries resistor.
For convenience in changing frequency Iadded a row of nine small
switches to the top of my reading service model. Last January Igot achance
to really test the radio when Iwas called
in to help aforeign language client who
was trying to serve San Francisco's
Chinatown.

ing used. They were overloaded by the
many strong signals. Internal intermod
killed most SCA reception. The Dayton
Radio Plus, however, worked beautifully
in every problem location.
Dayton Radio's warranty is quite
remarkable: afull year on parts and labor. If you experience aproblem, simply
return the radio to the factory and they
will replace it with anew unit. After the
warranty expires, they will repair or replace it with alike unit for aflat rate of
$39.50.
Idon't have any complaints about the
receiver. It does what it was designed to
do. Of course, I'm still waiting for the
model with abuilt-in translator so that
Ican quit my daily Chinese classes!

FM Database pool
MSDOS
EGA Graphics-Color
Broadcast Technical
Consulting
Doug Vernier

Broadcast Consultant
1600 Picturesque Drive
Cedar Falls, IA 50613

319-266-7435

Telecommunications
Engineering Consultant
Radio-7V-1TFS-Microwave
P.O. Box 141
Waynesville, NC 28786

(704, 648-3283

Rama sYSTEMS INC.

5113 West Chester Pike

800/523-2133

Edgemont, PA 19028

(
in PA 800/423-2133)

215/356-4700

FAX 215/356-6744
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Is FM Booster Use on the Rise?
(continued from page 42)
In this way, he says, "your equal signal contours are along the top of the
mountain—somewhere where you don't
care about listeners!'
Technical drawbacks to using abooster
do exist, however. Manufacturers seem
to be in general agreement that the biggest danger to using booster technology
is in abooster's tendency toward interfering with its own main signal, landing
the signal in what is known as the
"mush zone," where signals of equal
strength beat against each other and
cause multipath.
No answer for some
"No matter what you do, when you get
into aroughly equal signal strength area
it's going to sound terrible," laments
Mendenhall, who consequently admits
to being "cautious about overselling
what abooster can do."
This is because for some stations a
booster will not be the answer, and in
some cases will cause more problems
than it solves.
Harris Radio Sales Manager Ron
Frillman echoes this sentiment, noting
that "RF is like black magic. You don't
know what effect it's going to have on
the signal you're putting out—what happens when the two signals meet and
start beating together, what kind of interference will you get?"
But radio stations are in business to
make money, and the question is will the

FCC's rule change set off aspark in the
booster arena or is it much ado about
nothing? Opinion among manufacturers
seems mixed.
Will stations shell out?
BE Design Engineer Ed Anthony is
among the camp that sees wide-ranging
possibilities for the booster. "Ithink the
FCC rule not only to increase the amount
of power, but to allow the use of intercity relay SUtype transmission to the
booster, is opening up ahuge market for
potential problem areas that exist in FM
due to terrain scattering and possibly to
reduced multipath," Anthony says.
But Anthony is also quick to sound a
cautionary note, warning that using
boosters "could be adangerous adventure. You certainly don't want to lose
listeners you already have due to mutual
interference between the booster and the
main."
Jones says the FCC ruling "did two significant things: one was the increase in
power possibilities, and the other was
the possibility of feeding the retransmission system, or booster, by
means other than RF amplification!"
Jones feels that "the response that has
occurred is proof positive that there is an
awful lot of interest in the use of
boosters!'
In the heartland
In fact, at Omega they ended up underestimating the reaction, particular-

ly in topographical terms. "Our expectations for this product area," noted
Jones, "were such that we felt it would
be a good solution in very terrain-intensive markets like San Francisco and
Seattle."
"We didn't expect that it would be
something that would interest stations in
the flatter part of the country, but we
were completely wrong," he adds.
Although some would claim that
booster applications in such flatland
areas will as amatter of course be fairly
limited, Jones reports that "We now have
literally hundreds of these projects in
such places as Oklahoma, Missouri and
Indiana—a lot of places where a high
mountain is 300 feet!'
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At first blush, it would seem odd for
flatland areas to be interested in
boosters, but Jones says that even in
these types of areas there are terrain
problems not necessarily associated with
huge mountains or booming skyscrapers.
For instance, Jones says, "if you take
acouple of communities in the flat part
of the country that may be separated by
twenty miles or so, and you have aClass
D station in one of them, the station may
have agreat signal in its hometown, but
there may be just enough hills on the
outside of town to make its signal weak
in certain areas!'
With even stations in the rolling
American flatlands seemingly showing
interest in booster technology, it is anyone's guess just how widespread these
booster devices will become in the years
ahead.

KOLA Goes SCA with Marti
(continued from page 44)
quickly, since all PC boards are "unpluggable!' If it becomes desirable to convert,
say, a 7.5 kHz system to 3 kHz bandwidth, simply replace the audio PC
board in both units.
It's that easy to add companding: just
install aplug-in encoder in the generator and adecoder board in the demodulator.
Both the Marti SCG-10 Subcarrier
Generator and the SCD-10 Subcarrier
Demodulator are rackmountable, only
13
/ "high, and weigh in at about 4-1/2
4
lbs. each.

Extensive EMI filtering and fully
shielded and bonded enclosures guarantee reliable operation in even harsh RF
environments. The units are also
designed for 12 V battery operation.
Editor's note: Dennis J. Martin is Director of Engineering for House of Music, Costa
Mesa, CA, Chief Engineer for KOLA/KMET,
aconsulting engineer and afreelance writer.
He is amember of the SBE and AES and may
be reached at 714-684-9992.
For more information about the SCG-10
and SCD-10, contact Selene Nix at Marti:
817-645-9163.

10 years from now, it'll still be the standard.
The undisputed standard for broadcast cassette decks has always been the Tascam 122B.
But that standard has just been surpassed.
Presenting the 3-head Tascam 122MKII. Its leadership is founded upon features such as Tascam's Cobalt
Amorphous tape head technology. Plus achoice of built-in Dolby systems: not just B and C, but also
HX-Pro, for virtually perfect high-end frequency response.
More than any comparable deck, it maintains constant tape speed and tension, thanks to atape handling
system that includes Tascam's Hysteresis Tension Servo Control.
And when it comes to handling, the 122MKII is the complete professional tool, with cue and review
functions (manual cue), balanced XLR +4dBm inputs and outputs, and rack-mountability.
Call or write for more information about the 122MKII. Get it now, and use it for decades.
Ç-, 1987 TEAC Corporation of America. 7733 Telegraph Road. Montebello, CA 90640. ( 213) 726-0303.
Dolby FIX- Pro. Dolby B. and Dolby C are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp.
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TASCAM

WHY DIDN'T SOMEONE THINK OF
THIS BEFORE?
A FAST-PACED PRODUCTION CONSOLE
T

HE WHEATSTONE SP- 6 AUDIO CONSOLE
lets production people quickly accomplish
8and 16- track work, yet easily handle routine
transfers and dubbing operations. With its
unique track monitor section it can facilitate
simultaneous stereo mixdown during the multitrack bed session --- almost halving typical production time cycles. Input channels are laid out
Just like an air console, with machine starts
below the channel fader, so staff familiar with
on- air consoles can quickly become comfortable in the production environment.
For those interested in more advanced techniques, the SP- 6 employs a powerful talent
monitor section designed to rapidly call up live
mic and track combinations, making difficuii
punch- ins abreeze. Standard SP- 6input channel equalizers are more comprehensive than

those supplied as optional items on competing products, allowing much greater creative
freedom. Input channel auxiliary send sections
are designed to be the most versatile in the
industry, providing 4different auxiliary buses to
allow digital delay, reverb, talent foldback, and
mix- minus feeds. Stereo input channels can
provide either mono or stereo effects sends.
Even more, the SP- 6 has 4 auxiliary effects
return inputs that allow effects to be recorded
onto the multitrack or sent to the monitor buses.

The SP- 6provides independent headphone,
control room and studio monitor feeds, as well
as stereo cue, solo. Control room and studio
mute and tally functions are independently
dipswitch selectable on individual input channels. Additional studio modules may be ordered
to accommodate larger, multi- studio installations. The SP- 6 may be configured with any
combination of mono and stereo input modules, in mainframe sizes ranging from 16 to
32 or more inputs. The console is available
in either an 8- track production format or a 4
stereo subgroup TV master control configuration. So why not profit from Wheatstone's
experience and reputation? Call us today and
learn more.
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